
CLINICAL STUDY PROTOCOL 

A Randomized Discontinuation Study of XL184 in Subjects with 
Advanced Solid Tumors 

 

1. BACKGROUND  

2. STUDY OBJECTIVES, ENDPOINTS, AND DESIGN 

2.1 Objectives 

The primary objective of this study is: 

• To evaluate the efficacy of cabozantinib (XL184) in subjects with advanced solid tumors 
 

The secondary objectives of this study are: 

• To evaluate the safety and tolerability of cabozantinib in subjects with advanced solid tumors 
• To correlate the pathway dysfunction of disease-related genes or proteins such as MET and 

downstream signaling molecules with clinical outcome 
• To further characterize the PK and pharmacodynamic parameters of cabozantinib 
• To evaluate the safety and efficacy of cabozantinib at two starting dose levels (100 mg and 39.4 mg 

qd) 
 

The exploratory objective of this study is: 

• To identify surrogate biomarkers associated with clinical activity of cabozantinib 
 

2.2 Endpoints 

Within each tumor type unless otherwise specified, efficacy will be evaluated using the following 
endpoints: 

Primary Endpoints: 

Randomized Discontinuation Trial (RDT) Cohorts: 

Lead-In Stage: 

• ORR per mRECIST version 1.0  , per investigator 
 



Randomized Stage: 

• PFS, per investigator 

 

Non-Randomized Expansion (NRE) Cohorts: 

• Castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) subjects: bone scan response, per IRF (primary analysis) 
and investigator (supportive analysis; ) 

• Non-CRPC subjects: ORR per mRECIST version 1.1, per IRF (primary analysis) and investigator 
(supportive analysis) 

 

Additional Endpoints: 

All tumor type cohorts unless otherwise specified: 

• Bone scan response in RDT cohorts, per IRF 
• ORR (per mRECIST 1.0) in the Randomized Stage, per investigator 
• Duration of response, per investigator (all cohorts) and IRF (NRE cohorts)  
• PFS (NRE cohorts), per investigator and IRF 
• Overall survival  
• Changes in tumor markers 

 

CRPC NRE cohorts: 

• ORR (per mRECIST 1.1), per IRF and investigator, among subjects with baseline measurable 
disease 

• Changes in pain and in analgesic medication  
• Skeletal-related events (SREs)  

• Biomarker and laboratory assessments, including circulating tumor cells (CTCs), hemoglobin and 
hematocrit measurements, and markers of bone metabolism including serum bone-specific ALP, CTx 
(carboxy-terminal collagen crosslinks), and NTx (N-telopeptide crosslinks)  

 

Safety endpoints include AEs and clinical laboratory parameters. 

2.3 Study Design 

This is a Phase 2 study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of cabozantinib in subjects with selected 
advanced tumor types. Subjects will enroll into one of nine tumor type cohorts. All cohorts will initially 
follow the RDT design. Based on periodic review of all available data, enrollment into specific cohorts 
may be halted, continued within the RDT design, or closed in favor of opening open-label NRE cohorts. 

RDT Design: The RDT design consists of two stages, as outlined in Figure 2-1. 



Figure 2-1: XL184-203 Randomized Discontinuation Study Design Schematic 

 
Lead-In Stage: The primary purpose of the Lead-In Stage is to identify subjects suitable for 
study in the Randomized Stage. Eligible subjects with advanced solid tumors receive open-label 
cabozantinib at a starting dose of 100 mg (freebase weight) qd for 12 weeks; all subjects will 
undergo tumor assessment at 6 and 12 weeks. Depending on the response assessment at 12 
weeks, subjects may enter the Randomized Stage, continue on open-label extension, or 
discontinue study treatment. The SOC will monitor safety and efficacy during the Lead-In Stage. 
 
Randomized Stage: Subjects with demonstrated SD at the end of Week 12 of the Lead-In Stage 
will be randomized to receive cabozantinib or placebo in a blinded manner. After randomization, 
when a subject develops progressive disease (PD) (see Table 5-1), study treatment will be 
discontinued and the treatment blind will be broken. If the subject was randomized to placebo, the 
subject will be offered the opportunity to receive cabozantinib. If the subject was randomized to 
cabozantinib, the subject will enter the Post-Treatment Period.  
 

Open-Label Extension: Subjects with confirmed or unconfirmed PR or CR at the end of Week 12 of 
the Lead-In Stage will not be randomized but will continue open-label cabozantinib treatment. 

Cohort Holds: Within each cohort, enrollment in the Lead-In Stage may temporarily be held after 
groups of approximately 20 subjects are enrolled (eg, after 20, 40, and 60) until response assessment 
can be conducted and the data evaluated by the SOC.  

Non-Randomized Expansion (NRE) Cohorts: The SOC will periodically review all available data and 
may conclude that cabozantinib treatment has resulted in a sufficiently high proportion of subjects 
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achieving response (in soft-tissue target lesions or metastatic bone lesions) in a tumor cohort. In this 
setting, the SOC may recommend closing enrollment of this RDT cohort and opening an NRE cohort. 
Additional NRE cohorts for subgroup populations (based on clinical characteristics) of NRE cohorts may 
also be opened. Under Protocol Amendment 1, NRE cohorts for CRPC and ovarian cancer, with a starting 
dose of 100 mg qd cabozantinib, were opened.  

Subjects enrolled into an NRE cohort at a 100-mg qd starting dose will receive open-label cabozantinib 
until progression or unacceptable toxicity develops. Subjects previously enrolled to an RDT cohort that 
was closed in favor of opening an NRE cohort will continue to follow the RDT schedule of assessments. 
Subjects in the Lead-In Stage will not be randomized at Week 12 but instead will continue to receive 
open-label cabozantinib. Subjects who were randomized and are still receiving blinded study treatment 
will be unblinded and offered the opportunity to receive open-label cabozantinib. 

Evaluation of a 39.4-mg Starting Dose in NRE Cohorts: Protocol Amendment 2 introduces the 
evaluation of cabozantinib at a starting dose of 39.4 mg qd in new NRE cohorts, initially for CRPC and 
potentially for one additional tumor type. The new CRPC NRE cohort will be designated as the “CRPC 
NRE 39.4 mg Cohort”, and the original CRPC NRE Cohort will be designated as the “CRPC NRE 100 
mg Cohort”. Any site pending approval of Protocol Amendment 2 will continue to enroll CRPC subjects 
into the CRPC NRE 100 mg Cohort until either 100 subjects have been enrolled into that cohort or the 
site obtains approval of Protocol Amendment 2, whichever occurs first. Sites receiving approval of 
Protocol Amendment 2 will enroll CRPC subjects into the CRPC NRE 39.4 mg Cohort. 

Analyses of clinical activity and safety data from the CRPC NRE 39.4 mg Cohort will be conducted and 
data reviewed by the SOC. The following parameters will be considered in the evaluation of the overall 
clinical activity and safety profile: bone scan response; rate of disease control per mRECIST 1.1; pain 
palliation effects; effects on CTC and on bone marker levels; and rates of treatment-related AEs. Reviews 
will be conducted after Week 6 assessment data are available for approximately 20 subjects. Additional 
data reviews may be conducted as needed. If the SOC considers the 39.4-mg qd starting dose to be 
insufficiently active, enrollment may be held (for longer follow-up) or stopped entirely. If the SOC 
considers the 39.4-mg qd starting dose to be sufficiently active, enrollment may continue to 
approximately 100 subjects.   

If the 39.4 mg starting dose is found by the SOC to have insufficient clinical activity, the active subjects 
in the CRPC NRE 39.4 mg Cohort will have the option to receive an escalated dose level of cabozantinib, 
provided that they have no clinically significant treatment-related toxicity and they are still receiving the 
39.4-mg qd dose of cabozantinib. Such subjects will be allowed to escalate to a higher protocol-allowed 
dose level (ie, 60 mg qd or 100 mg qd), at the discretion of the investigator.  



Subjects enrolled into the CRPC NRE 39.4 mg Cohort may receive open-label cabozantinib qd until 
disease progression or unacceptable toxicity develops. Upon disease progression, these subjects may be 
allowed to continue to receive cabozantinib at an escalated dose level (up to 100 mg qd at the discretion 
of the investigator) until they no longer receive clinical benefit from cabozantinib, provided that the 
subjects meet the criteria). 

Pending SOC recommendations, evaluation of the 39.4-mg starting dose may be applied to one additional 
tumor type.  

2.4 Randomization and Blinding/ Unblinding for RDT Cohorts 

2.4.1 Randomization 

Subjects who proceed to the Randomized Stage of the study will be randomized to one of two parallel 
blinded treatment arms: 

• Cabozantinib 
• Placebo 
 

The randomization schedule will be stratified by tumor type. Within each tumor type, permuted blocks 
will be utilized to ensure a 1:1 ratio is maintained between the cabozantinib and placebo arms. 

After SD status is documented for a subject at the end of Lead-In Stage, the study site will randomize the 
subject via an interactive web response (IWR) system and the system will provide a blinded study drug 
package identifier. Additional blinded study drug package identifiers will be assigned by the system at 
subsequent visits. 

Subjects should be randomized within 5 days after the 12-week tumor assessment has been performed at 
the end of Lead-In Stage. 

For the purpose of determining eligibility for randomization, subjects with unconfirmed PR and 
unconfirmed CR will be considered responses, not SD. 

Subjects previously enrolled to the RDT cohort that was closed in favor of opening an NRE cohort of the 
same tumor type that subsequently complete the Lead-In Stage would not be randomized at week 12 and 
instead continue to receive open-label cabozantinib and follow the post-Week 12, open label extension 
schedule described in .  



2.4.2 Blinding 

Placebo will be packaged and color-, size-, and shape-matched to be indistinguishable from cabozantinib. 
Study treatment assignment and identity will be unknown to the subjects, investigators, study centers, the 
Sponsor, and study contract research organizations. 

2.4.3 Unblinding Procedures for Individual Subjects 

If PD (see Table 5-1) is documented for a subject during the Randomized Stage, the study site will be 
given access to the treatment information for the subject. If the subject was randomized to the placebo 
arm, the investigator may offer the subject the option to receive open-label cabozantinib.  

If a subject is discontinued due to reasons other than PD during the Randomized Stage, the blind may be 
broken upon request by the investigator and with the approval of the Sponsor. 

In the event of a medical emergency in an individual subject who is receiving blinded study treatment, the 
investigator may determine that knowledge of the investigational product is critical to the subject’s 
management. In this rare situation the treating physician may be given access to the treatment information 
for this subject. The blind should only be broken for the specific subject in question. Before breaking the 
blind of an individual subject’s study treatment, the investigator should have determined that the 
information will alter the subject’s immediate management. In the vast majority of cases, AEs may be 
properly managed without the need for unblinding. The investigator should contact the Sponsor prior to 
unblinding any subject. All subjects will be discontinued from study treatment after unblinding and be 
followed until study completion unless consent to do so is specifically withdrawn by the subject. If the 
investigator determines it is necessary to unblind, the subject’s treatment allocation may be obtained 
through the IWR system.  

For subjects unblinded in the context of a medical emergency, an unblinded notification including the 
subject ID, treatment group, and date of unblinding will be provided to the investigator and to the chair of 
the Independent Data Monitoring Committee (IDMC). A blinded notification that includes only the 
subject ID and the date of unblinding will be provided to the responsible Medical Monitor and designees, 
and the Vice President of Drug Safety at the Sponsor. 

If an NRE cohort is opened for a given tumor type, all RDT cohort subjects already randomized and still 
receiving blinded study treatment will be unblinded and offered the opportunity to receive open-label 
cabozantinib.  



2.5 Dose Escalation after Progression for NRE Subjects Receiving a 39.4-mg Starting Dose 
of Cabozantinib 

Subjects in NRE cohorts who receive a starting dose of cabozantinib of 39.4 mg qd and subsequently 
experience disease progression may be eligible for remaining on study treatment at an escalated dose of 
cabozantinib. To be eligible for dose escalation, the following criteria must be met: 

• The subject must have experienced disease progression per the criteria in Table 5-1.  

• The subject must still be receiving the 39.4-mg qd dose of cabozantinib at the time of disease 
progression (Note: A subject who had had a dose reduction but then returned to the starting dose 
prior to and until the event of disease progression is eligible for dose escalation.)  

• The subject must not be experiencing clinically significant treatment-related toxicity, in the 
opinion of the investigator, at the time of disease progression. 

Subjects may escalate to a higher dose level allowed by the protocol (ie, 60 or 100 mg daily, see :), at 
the discretion of the investigator. Subjects will not be allowed to continue treatment without dose 
escalation, although the escalated dose may be subsequently reduced in response to the emergence of 
treatment-related toxicity per the dose reduction guidelines in Table 3-4. 

Subjects who undergo dose escalation after disease progression will continue to have regularly scheduled 
clinical and radiographic assessments until they no longer receive clinical benefit from cabozantinib, in 
the opinion of the investigator. 

2.6 Study Sites 

This study will be conducted at approximately 50 clinical sites in regions including, but not limited to, the 
United States, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. 

2.7 Withdrawals 

Subjects may discontinue study treatment or withdraw their consent to participate in the study at any time 
without prejudice. The investigator may discontinue a subject from study treatment or from the study if, 
in his or her clinical judgment, it is in the best interest of the subject or if the subject cannot comply with 
the protocol. 

The investigator will also discontinue a subject from study treatment or from the study upon the 
Sponsor’s request or if the Sponsor chooses to terminate the study.  



In addition, any of the following conditions require discontinuation of the subject from study treatment: 

• GI or non-GI perforation, GI or non-GI fistula, or hypertensive crisis or hypertensive encephalopathy 
developed during the course of the study 

• Cavitating pulmonary lesion(s) developed during the course of the study and determined by both the 
investigator and the sponsor as high bleeding risk 

• AE or intercurrent illness that in the opinion of the investigator warrants the subject’s discontinuation 
from treatment  

• Necessity for treatment with other investigational drug or other anticancer medications prohibited by 
protocol 

• Participation in another clinical study using an investigational agent 
• Significant noncompliance with the protocol schedule in the opinion of the investigator 
• Request by regulatory agencies for termination of treatment of an individual subject or all subjects 

under this protocol 
• Sexually active fertile subjects (excluding women who are not of child bearing potential and men who 

have been sterilized) who refuse to use medically accepted methods of contraception during the 
course of the study and for 3 months following discontinuation of study treatment, or become 
pregnant 

• Subjects unable to tolerate a minimum daily dose of 19.7 mg (freebase weight) (Table 3-4) 
• Progressive disease (unless the subject is in a 39.4-mg NRE cohort and meets the criteria for the 

option to remain on study treatment at an escalated dose level). Although study treatment may be 
discontinued by the investigator based upon clinical deterioration, every effort should be made to 
document PD using radiographic methods. The basis for discontinuation of study treatment due to 
clinical deterioration should be documented. 

 

Note: In the Randomized Stage, after unblinding of treatment, subjects who were receiving placebo may 
resume open-label treatment with cabozantinib until unacceptable treatment-related toxicity and/or lack of 
clinical benefit per the investigator. 

The Sponsor should be notified of all subject withdrawals (from study treatment or from the study) as 
soon as possible. 

If a subject discontinues from study treatment at any time either at his or her request or at the 
investigator’s discretion, the reason for withdrawal will be documented. The investigator is required to 
document (in source documents and in the case report form [CRF]) the date of the decision to discontinue 
study treatment. For subjects who discontinue or are discontinued from study treatment, every effort must 
be made to undertake protocol-specified follow-up procedures and Post-Treatment assessments, if 
possible, unless consent to participate in the study is also withdrawn. 



If a subject fails to return for the protocol-defined visits, an effort must be made to determine the reason. 
If the subject cannot be reached by telephone, at the minimum a registered letter should be sent to the 
subject (or the subject’s legal guardian) requesting contact with the clinic. 

If a subject is discontinued from study treatment because of an AE considered to be related to study 
treatment and the event is ongoing 30 days after last dose of study treatment, the event must be followed 
until resolution or determination by the investigator that the event has become stable or irreversible. 

If a subject withdraws consent to participate in the study, the reason for withdrawal will be documented 
and no further study procedures or assessments will be performed and no further study data will be 
collected for this subject. 

3. TREATMENTS 

3.1 Administration 

Subjects will be provided with a sufficient supply of study treatment and instructions for taking the study 
treatment on days without scheduled clinic visits. After fasting (with exception of water) for 2 hours, 
subjects will take study treatment daily each morning with a full glass of water (minimum of 8 oz/ 240 
mL) and continue to fast for 1 hour after each dose of study treatment. Subjects should record dosing time 
and doses taken in a study drug dosing diary while on study treatment. If doses are withheld, the original 
schedule of assessments should be maintained when cabozantinib is restarted. The subject should be 
instructed to not make up the missed doses and to maintain the planned dosing schedule. Subjects must be 
instructed to not make up missed doses that are vomited. 

3.2 Safety Considerations 

3.2.1 Dose Reduction, Treatment Delay, or Study Drug Discontinuation for Toxicity 

Subjects will be monitored continuously for AEs through 30 days (+7 days) after the date of the decision 
to discontinue study treatment. Subjects will be instructed to notify their physician immediately for any 
and all toxicities. Subjects experiencing one or more AEs due to the study treatment may require a 
dosing delay, or reduction(s), in their dose in order to continue with study treatment. Assessment of 
causality (chronology, confounding factors such as disease, concomitant medications [particularly any 
drugs which inhibit CYP3A4], diagnostic tests, and previous experience with the study treatment) should 
be conducted by the PI when possible, before a decision is made to modify the dose or to hold dosing 
temporarily.  

The criteria presented in this section for dose modifications and delays are meant as general guidelines: 

1. As a general approach, it is suggested that all AEs be managed with supportive care when possible at 
the earliest signs of toxicity. Should this be ineffective, a dose delay or dose reduction may be 



considered to avoid worsening toxicity. Please refer to Table 3-4 for the dose reduction levels for 
study treatment, and Section 3.3.2 for AE-specific guidance on management of commonly reported 
toxicities (eg, fatigue, rash, and diarrhea).  

2. Study treatment should be withheld if a subject develops unacceptable toxicity (examples below) that 
is determined to be related to study treatment, and if supportive care measures and/or a dose reduction 
fails to lessen the toxicity to acceptable levels.  

 

Examples of unacceptable toxicity: 

• Intolerable Grade 2 toxicity (except alopecia) that cannot be adequately managed with supportive 
care and/or a dose reduction 

• Intolerable rash of any grade that cannot be adequately managed with supportive care and/or a 
dose reduction 

• Any Grade 3 or Grade 4 toxicity despite optimal management that poses a significant clinical risk 
(including nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, hypertension) 

• Urine protein/ creatinine ratio > 1 
• Grade 4 thrombocytopenia or Grade 4 anemia 
• Grade 4 neutropenia > 5 days duration 
• Grade ≥ 3 neutropenia of any duration with fever (> 38.5°C) or documented infection  

 

Dose modifications or delays may occur in the setting of lower-grade toxicity than defined above if 
the investigator believes that it is in the interest of the subject’s safety.  

3. All treatment interruption and dose reductions should be entered into the electronic data base within 
72 hours. 

4. If study drug is withheld for a treatment-related toxicity, re-initiation of study treatment cannot occur 
until toxicity decreases to ≤ Grade 1 or baseline value (or lower). 

5. The minimum dose of study treatment will be 19.7 mg PO qd. Subjects who cannot tolerate study 
treatment at 19.7 mg, or for whom treatment-related toxicity does not resolve to Grade ≤ 1 or baseline 
within 6 weeks after a dose interruption, will have study drug discontinued. 

6. If the subject recovers from his or her toxicities (per the criteria above) and the toxicity was deemed 
related or possibly related to study treatment, then study treatment may be restarted at a reduced dose 
(see Table 3-4 for the schedule/magnitude of dose reduction). Subjects receiving the lowest dose of 
study treatment may be restarted at the same dose at the discretion of the investigator. If the toxicity 
was unrelated to study treatment, then study treatment may be restarted with no change in dose. 

7. Subjects who develop a PE and/or DVT should have study treatment held until therapeutic 
anticoagulation is established. (Note: Warfarin at therapeutic doses should be avoided in subjects 
receiving cabozantinib due to the potential for a protein binding displacement interaction). Study 
treatment may be resumed at 100% of the planned dose (no dose-reduction necessary) as long as drug 
was not held > 6 weeks for subjects who are deriving clinical benefit from cabozantinib treatment, in 
the opinion of the investigator. Cabozantinib should be discontinued in subjects who develop an acute 
myocardial infarction or any other clinically significant arterial thromboembolic complication.  



8. Subjects may be re-escalated to the previous dose at the discretion of the investigator no sooner than 2 
weeks beyond resolution (Grade ≤ 1 or to the baseline value [or lower]) of AEs. 

9. Subjects will enter the Post-Treatment Period after the last administration of study treatment is 
discontinued. 

10. Dose interruptions for reason(s) other than toxicity, such as surgical procedures, may be allowed with 
Sponsor approval. The acceptable length of interruption will depend on agreement between the 
investigator and the Sponsor. 

11. If study treatment is interrupted, the subject should be instructed not to make up the withheld doses, 
and the planned safety and tumor assessment schedule are to be maintained. 

 

Table 3-1:  Dose Reductions of Study Treatment 

Starting dose First Dose Level 
Reduction 

Second Dose Level 
Reduction 

Third Dose Level 
Reduction 

100 mg cabozantinib 
or matching placebo  

60 mg of cabozantinib 
or matching placebo  

39.4 mg of cabozantinib 
or matching placebo  

19.7 mg of cabozantinib 
or matching placebo b  

39.4 mg cabozantinib 19.7 mg cabozantinib Not allowed Not allowed 
a Subjects may be re-escalated to the previous dose at the discretion of the investigator no sooner than 2 weeks 

beyond resolution (Grade  1 or to the baseline value [or lower] of A 
b Subjects who cannot tolerate study treatment at 19.7 mg PO qd will be discontinued from study treatment 

 

4. STUDY POPULATION 

4.1 Target Population 

Eligibility criteria for this study have been carefully considered to ensure the safety of the study subjects 
and to safeguard the integrity of the study results. It is imperative that subjects fully meet all eligibility 
criteria. 

4.2 Inclusion Criteria 

Inclusion Criteria: 

1. The subject has a cytologically or histologically and radiologically confirmed, advanced, 
recurrent, or metastatic solid tumor of the nine types listed below (a-i) 
The following limitations on prior systemic anticancer treatments apply: 
• The maximum number of prior systemic treatment regimens apply to the advanced, recurrent, or 

metastatic disease state.  
• Unless otherwise specified in a-i, determination of the number of prior treatments will be based 

on the following: 
• Prior systemic treatments include standard and investigational chemotherapy and targeted 

therapies (including targeted biologic therapies). 
• Neoadjuvant, adjuvant, hormonal, or locally administered therapy (including embolization 

and ablation), radiotherapy, and immunotherapy do not count towards these restrictions. 



• Retreatment with the same systemic regimen is counted as one regimen. 
 

Specific restrictions to tumor histology and prior systemic anticancer treatment are as follows:  

a. Breast Cancer 
i. The subject must have ER-positive, ER/progesterone receptor (PR)/HER2-negative 

(triple-negative), or inflammatory (regardless of receptor status) disease histology. 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of four prior systemic anticancer 

treatment regimens. 
iii. The subject must have discontinued fulvestrant for at least 4 weeks, and any other 

endocrine therapy for at least 2 weeks, before the first dose of study treatment. 
 

b. Gastric and Gastroesophageal Junction Cancer 
i. The subject must have adenocarcinoma disease histology. 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of one prior systemic anticancer treatment 

regimen. 
 

c. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
i. The subject may have any disease histology subtype, excluding fibrolamellar variants. 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of one prior systemic anticancer treatment 

regimen. 
iii. The subject must have a Child-Pugh score of A. 
iv. Clinical diagnosis is acceptable if the tumor is > 1 cm in size and demonstrates classic 

radiographic features of arterial hypervascularity and venous washout on imaging in a 
technique using contrast (CT or MRI). 

v. Prior local therapies (including embolization and ablation) are permitted if completed 
4 weeks before first dose of study treatment, and hepatic resection is permitted if 
completed at least 6 weeks before the first dose of study treatment. 

vi. Ongoing treatment with approved antiviral therapy for subjects with active viral 
hepatitis is permitted. 

 
d. Melanoma 

i. The subject may have any disease subtype (eg, cutaneous, mucosal, or ocular). 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of two prior systemic anticancer 

treatment regimens. 
 

e. Non-small cell lung cancer 
i. The subject may have any disease histology subtype. 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of three prior systemic anticancer 

treatment regimens. 
 



f. Ovarian, primary peritoneal or fallopian tube carcinoma 
i. Subjects must have platinum-resistant or refractory disease. For purposes of 

determining platinum status, disease progression may be based on radiological, 
clinical deterioration, or CA125 definitions, as determined by the investigator, unless 
it is the most recent treatment regimen (refer to Inclusion Criterion #2) 
(1) Platinum-resistant disease is defined as disease progression within 6 months of 

receiving the last platinum dose.  
(2) Platinum-refractory disease is defined as disease progression during 

platinum-based chemotherapy or within 4 weeks of the last platinum dose. 
Primary platinum-refractory disease is defined as disease progression during the 
first-line platinum-based chemotherapy or within 4 weeks of the last platinum 
dose of a first-line treatment regimen.  

(3) Subjects who discontinue platinum-based therapy due to allergic reaction cannot 
be defined as platinum-resistant or refractory and are therefore not eligible. 

ii. In the Ovarian NRE Cohort, opened with activation of Protocol Amendment 1, 
enrollment of primary platinum-refractory subjects should not exceed 25% of the 
total enrollment target.  

iii. Subjects may have received a maximum of four prior systemic cytotoxic 
chemotherapy regimens. 
(1) Hormonal therapies, molecular-targeted therapies, investigational therapies, and 

maintenance cytotoxic chemotherapies are not counted towards prior treatment 
restrictions.  

(2) Intraperitoneal treatment will be counted as systemic anticancer therapy.  
iv. Subjects must have progressed on either a pegylated liposomal doxorubicin-

containing or a topotecan-containing regimen, with progression occurring during or 
within 12 months following therapy, as determined by the investigator. Disease 
progression may be based on radiological, clinical deterioration, or CA125 
definitions, as determined by the investigator, unless it is the most recent treatment 
regimen (see Inclusion Criterion #2). 
(1) For pegylated liposomal doxorubicin, the required minimum starting dose is 40 

mg/m2  
(2) For topotecan, the required minimum starting dose is 1.25 mg/m2 for a Day 1-5 

dosing schedule or 3 mg/m2 for a weekly schedule.  
v. Subjects must have evidence of PD by investigator assessment on CT, MRI, or bone 

scan per mRECIST 1.1  for most recent PD (as described in Inclusion Criterion #2) 
 

g. Pancreatic cancer 
i. The subject must have adenocarcinoma disease histology. 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of one prior systemic anticancer treatment 

regimen. 
 

h. Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer (CRPC) 



i. The subject must have histologically or cytologically confirmed castration-resistant 
adenocarcinoma of the prostate.  
(1) Castration-resistant disease is defined as having serum testosterone less than 50 

ng/dL at screening. 
ii. The subject must have clear evidence of metastasis to bone on bone scans at 

screening, with or without soft tissue metastases. 
iii. The subject may have received a maximum of three prior systemic cytotoxic 

chemotherapy regimens.  
iv. The subject must have received a prior docetaxel-containing regimen, with a 

minimum total dose of 225 mg/m2, for the treatment of metastatic CRPC.  
(1) A minimum of 25% of subjects in any CRPC NRE cohort that is fully expanded 

to ≥ 100 subjects must have received both a docetaxel- and either a cabazitaxel- or 
abiraterone-containing treatment regimen for the treatment of metastatic CRPC. 
Subjects meeting this criterion based on prior cabazitaxel treatment must have 
received a minimum total dose of 75 mg/m2 cabazitaxel. 

v. The subject must have objective progression (defined below), per investigator, on the 
most recent prior taxane-containing treatment regimen (either docetaxel or 
cabazitaxel) utilizing standard taxane dose(s). Subjects with prior abiraterone 
treatment must have objective progression (defined below), per investigator, on the 
most recent prior taxane- and the most recent abiraterone-containing regimens to 
count towards the 25% minimum requirement defined in Inclusion Criterion 
#1(h)(iv)(1). Progression must have occurred either during treatment or within 6 
months following the last taxane or abiraterone dose. Historical scans establishing 
progression must be available upon request. Progression is defined as meeting at least 
one of the following criteria as determined by the investigator: 
(1) Progression of soft-tissue lesions by mRECIST 1.1. Only lymph nodes ≥ 1.5 cm 

in diameter should be used to assess for a change in size 
(2) Worsening of bone scan defined as the appearance of two or more new lesions 

(ambiguous results should be confirmed by other imaging modalities, such as CT 
or MRI, with MRI preferred). 

(3) Development of an indication for radiation treatment of bone lesions, provided 
additional bone lesion(s) exist outside the radiation field. 

vi. The subject must have discontinued the following treatments: 
(1) Systemic cytotoxic chemotherapy for at least 2 weeks before the first dose of 

study treatment. 
(2) Antiandrogens bicalutamide and nilutamide for at least 6 weeks, and other 

antiandrogen agents, including flutamide, for at least 4 weeks before the first dose 
of study treatment. 

(3) Abiraterone at least 2 weeks and other hormonal agents including but not limited 
to ketoconazole, diethylstilbestrol (DES), 5 α-reductase inhibitors (eg, finasteride, 
dutasteride) at least 4 weeks before the first dose of study treatment. Megestrol 
acetate treatment can be continued if used to treat constitutional symptoms.  



(4) Any herbal product known to decrease PSA levels (eg, Saw Palmetto and PC-
SPES) for at least 2 weeks before the first dose of study treatment. 

(5) Any other systemic therapy for prostate cancer, except radionuclides (see 
Exclusion Criterion #4), for at least 4 weeks before the first dose of study 
treatment. 

vii. Subjects without prior orchiectomy must be maintained on LHRH analogue (agonist 
or antagonist) therapy. 

viii. The subject must have daily telephone access and be able to complete the pain 
questionnaire using an interactive voice response system (IVRS).  

ix. The subject must have completed pain and analgesic medication assessments for at 
least 4 days out of the 7-day baseline interval occurring within 14 days prior to and 
including the date of first dose of study treatment. 

 
i. Small Cell Lung Cancer 

i. The subject may have any disease histology subtype. 
ii. The subject may have received a maximum of two prior systemic anticancer 

treatment regimens. 
 
2. The subjects must have evidence of PD by investigator assessment on CT, MRI, or bone 

scan: 
a. For RDT cohorts: per mRECIST 1.0. 
b. For NRE cohorts: per mRECIST 1.1; or criteria specified in Inclusion Criterion #1(v) for 

CRPC. 
c. Newly diagnosed subjects without prior treatment, if allowed per tumor-specific 

Inclusion Criterion #1, are exempt from these criteria. 
3. Subjects having any tumor type other than CRPC must have at least one lesion that is not 

within a previously irradiated field and is measurable on CT or MRI scan:  
a. For RDT cohorts: per mRECIST 1.0. 
b. For NRE cohorts: per mRECIST 1.1. 

4. The subject has recovered to baseline or CTCAE (common terminology criteria for adverse 
events) ≤ Grade 1 from toxicities related to prior treatment, except alopecia, lymphopenia, 
other non-clinically significant AEs, including AEs attributed to androgen deprivation 
therapy for CRPC subjects. 

5. The subject is ≥ 18 years old on the day of consent. 
6. Archival tumor tissue, (unstained sections, paraffin block, or frozen tumor tissue) has been 

requisitioned for shipment to the central laboratory, unless prohibited by local regulatory 
bodies including Institutional Review Boards (IRBs). Alternatively, a new tumor sample may 
be obtained. SCLC subjects, clinically diagnosed HCC subjects, and any subjects diagnosed 
≥ 7 years prior to the date of screening with no additional tumor tissue collected in the last 7 
years are excluded from this requirement. 

7. The subject has an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status of 0 or 
1. 



8. The subject has organ and marrow function as follows: 
a. Absolute neutrophil count (ANC) ≥ 1500/mm3 without colony stimulating factor support. 
b. Platelets ≥ 100,000/mm3. For subjects with HCC, platelets ≥ 60,000/mm3. 
c. Hemoglobin ≥ 8 g/dL without blood transfusion or colony stimulating factor support. 
d. Total bilirubin ≤ 1.5 × the upper limit of normal. For subjects with known Gilbert’s 

disease, ≤ 3 mg/dL. 
e. Serum albumin ≥ the lower limit of normal. 
f. Serum creatinine ≤ 1.5 × the upper limit of normal or calculated creatinine clearance 

≥ 60 mL/min or glomerular filtration rate (GFR) > 40 mL/min. For GFR estimation, the 
Cockcroft and Gault equation should be used: 
Male: GFR = CrCl (mL/min) = (140 - age) × wt (kg)/(serum creatinine × 72); Female: 
Multiply above result by 0.85.  

g. Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) ≤ 3.0 × the upper 
limit of normal if no liver involvement, or ≤ 5 × the upper limit of normal with liver 
involvement. 

h. Lipase < 1.5 times the upper limit of normal (all tumor types except pancreatic cancer). 
i. Urine protein/creatinine ratio (UPCR) ≤ 1  
j. Serum phosphorus ≥ the lower limit of normal. 

9. The subject is capable of understanding and complying with the protocol requirements and 
has signed the informed consent document.  

10. Sexually active fertile subjects (male and female) and their partners must agree to use 
medically accepted methods of contraception (eg, barrier methods, including male condom, 
female condom, or diaphragm with spermicidal gel) during the course of the study and for 
3 months after the last dose of study drug(s). 

11. Female subjects of childbearing potential must have a negative pregnancy test at screening. 
Females of childbearing potential are defined as premenopausal females capable of becoming 
pregnant (ie, females who have had any evidence of menses in the past 12 months, with the 
exception of those who had prior hysterectomy). However, women who have been 
amenorrheic for 12 or more months are still considered to be of childbearing potential if the 
amenorrhea is possibly due to prior chemotherapy, antiestrogens, or ovarian suppression or 
other reasons. 

 

4.3 Exclusion Criteria 
1. The subject has experienced clinically-significant hematemesis, hemoptysis of > 0.5 teaspoon 

of red blood, or other signs indicative of pulmonary hemorrhage within 3 months before the 
first dose of study treatment.  

2. The subject has cavitating pulmonary lesion(s) or any lesion invading, abutting, or encasing a 
major blood vessel. (Note: Careful review is recommended to minimize the risk for 
pulmonary or other hemorrhage.) 

3. The subject has received: 



a. Any systemic chemotherapy (including investigational agents) within 4 weeks (with the 
exception of nitrosoureas/ mitomycin C within 6 weeks) of the first dose of study 
treatment, OR 

b. Biological agents (antibodies, immune modulators, cytokines, or vaccines) within 
6 weeks of the first dose of study treatment, OR 

c. Hormonal anticancer therapy (not including LHRH agonists or antagonists) within 2 
weeks before the first dose of study treatment. (For CRPC subjects, specific restrictions 
on prior hormonal and other anticancer treatments are detailed in Inclusion Criterion 
1#h[vi]), OR 

d. Small-molecular kinase inhibitors or any other type of investigational agent within 
4 weeks before the first dose of study treatment or 5 half-lives of the compound or active 
metabolite, whichever is shorter 

4. The subject has received radiation therapy within 4 weeks, radionuclide treatment within 6 
weeks, or radiation therapy to the thoracic cavity (including brachytherapy) within 3 months 
before the first dose of study treatment. (Note: Careful review is recommended for subjects 
who received abdominal radiation to minimize the risk of GI perforation and fistula 
formation.) 

5. The subject has initiated treatment with or changed drugs used to control loss of bone mass 
(eg, bisphosphonates) within 4 weeks prior to the first dose of study treatment. 

6. The subject has active brain metastases or epidural disease (Note: Subjects with previously 
treated brain metastases or epidural disease who are asymptomatic and do not require 
anticancer treatment for at least 4 weeks before the first dose of study treatment are eligible. 
Neurosurgical resection of brain metastases or brain biopsy is permitted if completed at least 
3 months before the first dose of study treatment. Baseline brain scans are not required to 
confirm eligibility). 

7. The subject has prothrombin time/International Normalized Ratio (PT/INR) or partial 
thromboplastin time (PTT) test results that are above (or 1.3 ×) the laboratory upper limit of 
normal.  

8. The subject has a corrected QT interval calculated by the Fridericia formula (QTcF) 
> 500 ms at screening. 

9. The subject requires concomitant treatment, in therapeutic doses, with anticoagulants such as 
warfarin or Coumadin-related agents, heparin, thrombin or FXa inhibitors, and antiplatelet 
agents (eg, clopidogrel). Low-dose aspirin (≤ 81 mg/day), low-dose warfarin (≤ 1 mg/day), 
and prophylactic low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) are permitted.  

10. The subject has uncontrolled or significant intercurrent illness including, but not limited to, 
the following conditions: 
a. Cardiovascular disorders such as symptomatic congestive heart failure, uncontrolled 

hypertension defined as sustained BP > 150 mm Hg systolic, or > 100 mm Hg diastolic 
despite optimal antihypertensive treatment (BP must be controlled at screening), unstable 
angina pectoris, clinically-significant cardiac arrhythmias, history of stroke (including 
TIA or other ischemic event) within 6 months of study treatment, myocardial infarction 
within 6 months of study treatment, history of thromboembolic event requiring 



therapeutic anticoagulation within 6 months of study treatment or any history of main 
portal vein or vena cava thrombosis or occlusion.  

b. Gastrointestinal disorders such as malabsorption syndrome or gastric outlet obstruction 
c. Risks for GI perforation or fistula formation which include intra-abdominal 

tumor/metastases invading GI tract; active peptic ulcer disease, inflammatory bowel 
disease, ulcerative colitis, diverticulitis, cholecystitis or symptomatic cholangitis or 
appendicitis; history of abdominal fistula, GI perforation, bowel obstruction, intra-
abdominal abscess, or prior GI surgery (particularly when associated with delayed or 
incomplete healing) within 6 months before first dose of study treatment. Complete 
healing following abdominal surgery or resolution of intra-abdominal abscess must be 
confirmed prior to initiating treatment with cabozantinib. 

d. Risk for non-GI fistula formation which includes previous surgical intervention (such as 
PEG tube placement) and evidence of intraluminal disease involving the trachea or 
esophagus. 

e. Other disorders such as infection that is ongoing or active infection requiring systemic 
treatment (excluding hepatitis in HCC subjects); serious non-healing wound/ulcer/bone 
fracture; organ transplant, including liver allografts; clinically significant thyroid 
dysfunction; history of major surgery within 4 weeks and minor surgical procedures 
within 1 week of study treatment (complete wound healing must be confirmed prior to 
first dose); history of significant bleeding within 6 months of study treatment. 

11. The subject is unable to swallow capsules. 
12. The subject is pregnant or breastfeeding. 
13. The subject has a previously-identified allergy or hypersensitivity to components of the study 

treatment formulation. 
14. The subject is unable or unwilling to abide by the study protocol or cooperate fully with the 

investigator or designee. 
15. The subject has had another diagnosis of malignancy, requiring systemic treatment, within 

the last two years, unless non-melanoma skin cancer or in-situ carcinoma of the cervix. 

4.4 Dose Escalation after Progression for NRE Subjects Receiving a 39.4-mg Starting Dose 
of Cabozantinib 

Subjects in NRE cohorts who receive a starting dose of cabozantinib of 39.4 mg qd and subsequently 
experience disease progression may be eligible for remaining on study treatment at an escalated dose of 
cabozantinib. To be eligible for dose escalation, the following criteria must be met: 

• The subject must have experienced disease progression per the criteria in Table 5-1.  

• The subject must still be receiving the 39.4-mg qd dose of cabozantinib at the time of disease 
progression (Note: A subject who had had a dose reduction but then returned to the starting dose 
prior to and until the event of disease progression is eligible for dose escalation.)  



• The subject must not be experiencing clinically significant treatment-related toxicity, in the 
opinion of the investigator, at the time of disease progression. 

Subjects may escalate to a higher dose level allowed by the protocol (ie, 60 or 100 mg daily, see :), at 
the discretion of the investigator. Subjects will not be allowed to continue treatment without dose 
escalation, although the escalated dose may be subsequently reduced in response to the emergence of 
treatment-related toxicity per the dose reduction guidelines in Table 3-4. 

Subjects who undergo dose escalation after disease progression will continue to have regularly scheduled 
clinical and radiographic assessments until they no longer receive clinical benefit from cabozantinib, in 
the opinion of the investigator. 

4.5 Withdrawals 

Subjects may discontinue study treatment or withdraw their consent to participate in the study at any time 
without prejudice. The investigator may discontinue a subject from study treatment or from the study if, 
in his or her clinical judgment, it is in the best interest of the subject or if the subject cannot comply with 
the protocol. 

The investigator will also discontinue a subject from study treatment or from the study upon the 
Sponsor’s request or if the Sponsor chooses to terminate the study.  

In addition, any of the following conditions require discontinuation of the subject from study treatment: 

• GI or non-GI perforation, GI or non-GI fistula, or hypertensive crisis or hypertensive encephalopathy 
developed during the course of the study (see Section 3.3.2) 

• Cavitating pulmonary lesion(s) developed during the course of the study and determined by both the 
investigator and the sponsor as high bleeding risk 

• AE or intercurrent illness that in the opinion of the investigator warrants the subject’s discontinuation 
from treatment  

• Necessity for treatment with other investigational drug or other anticancer medications prohibited by 
protocol 

• Participation in another clinical study using an investigational agent 
• Significant noncompliance with the protocol schedule in the opinion of the investigator 
• Request by regulatory agencies for termination of treatment of an individual subject or all subjects 

under this protocol 
• Sexually active fertile subjects (excluding women who are not of child bearing potential and men who 

have been sterilized) who refuse to use medically accepted methods of contraception during the 
course of the study and for 3 months following discontinuation of study treatment, or become 
pregnant 

• Subjects unable to tolerate a minimum daily dose of 19.7 mg (freebase weight) (Table 3-4) 



• Progressive disease as defined in Section 5.5.11.1 (unless the subject is in a 39.4-mg NRE cohort and 
meets the criteria for the option to remain on study treatment at an escalated dose level as described in 
Section 2.5). Although study treatment may be discontinued by the investigator based upon clinical 
deterioration, every effort should be made to document PD using radiographic methods. The basis for 
discontinuation of study treatment due to clinical deterioration should be documented. 

 

Note: In the Randomized Stage, after unblinding of treatment, subjects who were receiving placebo may 
resume open-label treatment with cabozantinib until unacceptable treatment-related toxicity and/or lack of 
clinical benefit per the investigator. 

The Sponsor should be notified of all subject withdrawals (from study treatment or from the study) as 
soon as possible. 

If a subject discontinues from study treatment at any time either at his or her request or at the 
investigator’s discretion, the reason for withdrawal will be documented. The investigator is required to 
document (in source documents and in the case report form [CRF]) the date of the decision to discontinue 
study treatment. For subjects who discontinue or are discontinued from study treatment, every effort must 
be made to undertake protocol-specified follow-up procedures and Post-Treatment assessments, if 
possible, unless consent to participate in the study is also withdrawn. 

If a subject fails to return for the protocol-defined visits, an effort must be made to determine the reason. 
If the subject cannot be reached by telephone, at the minimum a registered letter should be sent to the 
subject (or the subject’s legal guardian) requesting contact with the clinic. 

If a subject is discontinued from study treatment because of an AE considered to be related to study 
treatment and the event is ongoing 30 days after last dose of study treatment, the event must be followed 
until resolution or determination by the investigator that the event has become stable or irreversible. 

If a subject withdraws consent to participate in the study, the reason for withdrawal will be documented 
and no further study procedures or assessments will be performed and no further study data will be 
collected for this subject. 

 

5. STUDY ASSESSMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

General Assessment Information 

A guide to protocol sections describing study assessments by cohort is shown in Figure 5-1. 



Figure 5-1: Guide to Protocol Sections Describing Study Assessments 

 

Unless otherwise indicated, all scheduled visits should occur within ± 2 days of the protocol-specified 
visit schedule. If the subject experiences toxicity, study treatment can be modified or withheld at the 
investigator’s discretion. If study treatment is withheld, the schedule of study assessments is to be 
maintained even though treatment is not being given. Additional unscheduled visits and evaluations may 
be required to evaluate AEs and to determine whether treatment may be resumed. 

Assessments should continue even if study treatment is being held or discontinued for reasons other than 
PD. After 12 months, tumor assessments will be performed at least as frequently as institutional standard 
of care. This includes tumor markers for NRE and RDT (eg, PSA; CA 125). All other assessments after 
12 months on study treatment will be performed every 6 weeks (eg, safety assessments, PE, blood work 
etc.) thereafter. 

While the subject is receiving study treatment, at each clinic visit the subject’s clinical status is to be 
evaluated by the treating physician to confirm that the subject is suitable for continuing study treatment. 
Clinical laboratory results from samples obtained during clinic visits and tumor assessments from 
imaging visits are to be reviewed promptly by the treating physician for the same purpose. 
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All subjects in an RDT cohort that is closed in favor of an NRE cohort will remain on the RDT study visit 
and assessment schedule (Appendices A and B). 

Laboratory panels for serum chemistry, hematology, and urinalysis are defined in Section 3.5.3. For RDT 
cohorts, local laboratories (ie, at the study site) will perform these tests, and results will be provided to the 
investigator.  

For NRE cohorts, all scheduled serum chemistry, hematology, and urinalysis laboratory tests will be 
conducted at a central laboratory. Pregnancy tests will be performed locally. However, for the purposes of 
determining eligibility, local laboratory tests will be permitted, and results must be documented. If 
feasible, samples for central laboratory testing should also be collected. Unscheduled tests may be 
performed at the local laboratory but must be documented in source materials and on appropriate CRFs as 
applicable.  

For all cohorts, archival and optional tumor samples as well as samples for bone marker (where 
applicable), PK, pharmacodynamic, and pharmacogenetic assessments will be shipped to a central 
laboratory as outlined in a separate laboratory manual. 

For CRPC NRE cohorts, samples for CTC enumeration and molecular profiling will be sent to the 
respective central laboratories as outlined in a separate laboratory manual. 

Tumor marker assessments for RDT cohorts will be performed at the local laboratory. For NRE cohorts, 
PSA (for CRPC subjects) and CA125 (for subjects with ovarian cancer) assessments will be performed at 
a central laboratory, and all other tumor marker tests will be performed locally. 

5.1 All Subjects in All Cohorts: Pre-Treatment Period 

During the Pre-Treatment Period, subjects are consented and qualified (screened) for the study. Informed 
consent must be obtained before initiation of any clinical screening procedures that are performed 
primarily for the purpose of determining eligibility for research. Evaluations performed as part of routine 
care before informed consent can be utilized as screening evaluations if done within the defined screening 
period and if permitted by the site’s IRB/EC policies. Informed consent may be obtained greater than 28 
days before the first dose of study treatment. At informed consent, subjects will be assigned a subject 
identifier. Subjects are to maintain the same identifier if re-screening is required, and identifiers for 
subjects who fail screening are not to be re-assigned. Screening assessments for the Lead-In Stage are 
outlined in . Screening assessments for CRPC NRE Cohorts are outlined in . Screening assessments for 
NRE Cohorts for other, non-CRPC tumor types are outlined in . 



Study eligibility is based on meeting all of the study inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria at 
screening and baseline.  

For each subject, the Pre-Treatment Period ends upon receipt of first dose of study treatment or final 
determination that the subject is ineligible for the study. 

5.2 Study Assessments and Procedures for RDT cohorts 

5.2.1 RDT Cohorts: Screening Assessments  

All qualifying screening assessments must occur within 28 days before initial dose of study treatment, 
and clinical laboratory assessments must be repeated if performed > 7 days before the initial dose of study 
treatment. Qualifying laboratory tests may be performed at the W1D1 visit.  

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

During screening, information is to be collected and subjects are to have clinical assessments as follows:  

• Demographics 
• Medical and cancer history (including AEs since informed consent) 
• Physical examination, including height and weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead electrocardiogram (ECG) 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR 

• PT/INR or PTT  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Tumor tissue: unstained archival 4 to 10 micron tissue sections (≥ 10 slides, without coverslips) or 

tissue block or a fresh tumor sample are to be requisitioned for shipment to the central laboratory  
• Optional tumor sample (may be taken at Week 1 Day 1 Visit) 
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (1st baseline)  
• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
• Blood sample(s) for tumor markers 

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• For subjects with CRPC: blood samples for PSA measurement  
• For subjects with HCC: blood sample for alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) measurement 

• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis  



• Concomitant medications 
 

5.2.2 RDT Cohorts: Lead-In Stage 

Subjects will receive cabozantinib administered orally daily for 12 weeks, starting at a dose of 100 mg 
(freebase weight) qd, with associated PK and pharmacodynamic sampling and periodic safety evaluation 
(including laboratory assessments). Subjects are defined to be enrolled upon receipt of first dose of study 
treatment.  

Study treatment will be administered at the study site at each protocol-defined visit; other doses will be 
self-administered outside the clinic.  

Study treatment will be dispensed to subjects at study visits approximately every 6 weeks during the 
Lead-In Stage. At visits where study treatment is dispensed to the subject, a dispensation record will be 
completed. At a subsequent visit, remaining study treatment will be counted and treatment compliance 
documented. 

During the Lead-In Stage, subjects who experience PD (see Table 5-1) or unacceptable toxicity and 
discontinue study treatment (ie, do not proceed to the Randomized Stage or do not continue on open-label 
cabozantinib) will enter the Post-Treatment Period. 

5.2.2.1 RDT Cohorts: Week 1 Day 1 (Study Day 1) – Clinic Visit, First Dose of Study 
Treatment 

For the purposes of completing baseline (W1D1) physical examination and clinical laboratory tests, 
assessments performed up to 7 days before the first dose of study treatment may be documented as the 
W1D1 assessments. 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

If the following evaluations were performed during screening > 7 days before Study Week 1 Day 1, they 
must be repeated at this visit to verify eligibility; test results must be reviewed by the treating physician 
before first dose of study treatment is administered. 

• Complete physical examination, including weight 
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR 

• PT/INR or PTT 
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 



Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
 

5.2.2.1.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib. 

• Update medical history (including AEs since informed consent) 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Optional tumor sample  
• Baseline blood sample for PK analysis – all subjects  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (2nd baseline) 
• Blood sample for pharmacogenetics analyses 
• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Concomitant medications 
• Dispense study drug 
 

5.2.2.1.2 Study Treatment Administration 

Subjects should fast for 2 hours before and for 1 hour after each dose of cabozantinib. 

Under supervision, the subject should self-administer in the clinic the appropriate dose of study treatment. 
On days that PK samples are collected, the site will record the time of the study drug dose 
self-administered by the subject in the clinic. Additional details regarding cabozantinib administration are 
provided in. 

Subjects may leave the study site after completion of post-dose assessments. Subjects should be instructed 
to inform the PI of any AEs. If an AE occurs and requires further observation, the subject should remain 
at the study site until the investigator determines it is safe for the subject to leave. 

Subjects experiencing dizziness, sleepiness, or other symptoms that could influence alertness or 
coordination should be advised not to drive or operate heavy machinery. 

Study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic will be dispensed to the subject. 
Subjects should record dosing time and doses taken in a study drug dosing diary while on study 
treatment. If doses are withheld, the original schedule of assessments should be maintained. The subject 
should be instructed to not make up the missed doses and to maintain the planned dosing schedule. 
Subjects must be instructed to not make up missed doses that are vomited. 



5.2.2.1.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
• For HCC subjects: Blood samples for PK analysis will be drawn at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dose  
 

5.2.2.2 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 2 (Study Day 14 ± 2 days) – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

5.2.2.2.1 Pre-dose Assessments 

Note: All PK blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib.  

• Hematology  
• Serum chemistry  
• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis 
• For HCC subjects: blood sample for PK analysis  
 

5.2.2.2.2 Study Treatment Administration 

Under supervision, HCC subjects should self-administer in the clinic the appropriate dose of study 
treatment. Other subjects are not required to self-administer study treatment in the clinic. 

For subjects who do not participate in the bone marker analysis and/or PK analysis at the end of 
Week 2 and live a distance from the study site, clinical safety laboratory tests at the end of Week 
2 may be performed by a non-study site laboratory, with the test results faxed to the site and 
reviewed by the investigator within 24 hours after the test results become available. The site will 
be responsible for retrieving laboratory normal range(s). Cabozantinib may be self-administered 
on an outpatient basis.  

5.2.2.2.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• For HCC subjects : blood samples for PK analysis will be drawn at 4 hours post-dose  
 

5.2.2.3 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 4 (Study Day 28 ± 2 days) – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

5.2.2.3.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib.  

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 



• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR 

• PT/INR or PTT  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
• For HCC subjects: blood sample for PK analysis  
 

5.2.2.3.2 Study Treatment Administration 

Under supervision, HCC subjects should self-administer in the clinic the appropriate dose of study 
treatment. Other subjects are not required to self-administer study treatment in the clinic. 

5.2.2.3.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
• For HCC subjects: blood samples for PK analysis will be drawn at 4 hours post-dose  
 

5.2.2.4 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 6 (Study Day 42 ± 4 Days) – Imaging Visit  
• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
 

Radiological response assessments should be determined according to Table 5-1. 

5.2.2.5 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 6 (Study Day 42 ± 4 Days) – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

The following assessment may be performed either pre- or post-dose: 
• Optional tumor sample  
 

5.2.2.5.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib. 

• Symptom-directed physical examination (complete the portion[s] of the physical examination 
relevant to subject symptoms) 

• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 



• Clinical laboratory tests 
• Hematology  
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests  

• Blood sample for PK analysis– all subjects  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis  
• Blood sample(s) for tumor markers 

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• For subjects with CRPC: blood samples for PSA measurement  
• For subjects with HCC: blood sample for AFP measurement (if elevated at baseline) 

• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
• Study drug dispense and/or return and compliance accountability 
 

5.2.2.5.2 Study Treatment Administration 
• Administer cabozantinib in the clinic.  
 

5.2.2.5.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
• For HCC subjects: blood samples for PK analysis will be drawn at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dose  
 

5.2.2.6 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 8 (Study Day 56 ± 2 Days) – Clinic Visit 

All of the following tests will be performed by the local laboratory: 

• Hematology  
• Serum chemistry  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
 
Note: For subjects who live a distance from the study site, clinical safety laboratory tests at the 
end of Week 8 may be performed by a non-study site laboratory, with the test results faxed to the 
site and reviewed by the investigator within 24 hours after the test results become available. The 
site will be responsible for retrieving laboratory normal range(s). Cabozantinib may be self-
administered on an outpatient basis.  



5.2.2.7 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 10 (Study Day 70 ± 2 Days) – Clinic Visit 

All of the following tests will be performed by the local laboratory: 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry 
 

Note: For subjects who live a distance from the study site, clinical safety laboratory tests at the 
end of Week 10 may be performed by a non-study site laboratory, with the test results faxed to 
the site and reviewed by the investigator within 24 hours after the test results become available. 
The site will be responsible for retrieving laboratory normal range(s). Cabozantinib may be self-
administered on an outpatient basis.  

5.2.2.8 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 12 (Study Day 84 ± 4 Days) – Imaging Visit 
• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
 

Radiological response assessments should be determined according to Table 5-1. 

5.2.2.9 RDT Cohorts: End of Week 12 (Study Day 84 ± 4 Days) – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

The following assessment may be performed either pre- or post-dose: 

• Optional tumor sample 
 

5.2.2.9.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib. 

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature 
• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR 

• PT/INR or PTT  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  



• Blood sample for PK analysis – all subjects  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis  
• Blood sample(s) for tumor markers  

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• For subjects with CRPC: blood samples for PSA measurement 
• For subjects with HCC: blood sample for AFP measurement (if elevated at baseline)  

• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
• Study drug dispense and/or return and compliance accountability 
 

5.2.2.9.2 Study Treatment Administration 
• Administer cabozantinib in the clinic.  
• Dispense study treatment: For subjects approved at the End of Week 12 Visit to continue study 

treatment in either the Randomized Stage or the Open-Label Extension Stage, the 
corresponding study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic may be 
dispensed. Return and compliance of previously dispensed open-label drug will then occur at the end 
of Week 15 visit. 

  

5.2.2.9.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
 

5.2.3 RDT Cohorts: Randomized Stage and Open-Label Extension  

Subjects with PD (see Table 5-1) during the Lead-In Stage are to have study treatment discontinued and 
enter the Post-Treatment Period. 

Subjects with SD at the12-week tumor assessment visit who remain suitable for continuing treatment are 
to be randomized during Week 13 and within 5 days after the 12-week tumor assessment to receive in a 
blinded fashion either cabozantinib or placebo. Open-label treatment with cabozantinib should continue 
through the day before blinded study treatment begins on the day of randomization. Randomized subjects 
who subsequently experience PD (see Table 5-1), are unblinded and revealed to have received placebo, 
and opt to resume treatment with open-label cabozantinib are to continue the visit schedule described 
herein. 

If a tumor type is selected for opening an NRE cohort, subjects in the Lead-In Stage will not be 
randomized at Week 12, but will instead continue to receive open-label cabozantinib. Subjects that were 
randomized and are still receiving blinded study treatment will be unblinded and offered the opportunity 
to receive open-label cabozantinib. 



Subjects with an unconfirmed or confirmed PR or an unconfirmed or confirmed CR at the 12-week tumor 
assessment who remain suitable for continuing treatment will continue to receive open-label cabozantinib 
following the visit schedule described herein.  

If the following evaluations (all to be performed locally) were performed > 7 days before first dose of 
blinded study treatment (or first dose of open-label extension study treatment for subjects with an 
unconfirmed or confirmed PR or an unconfirmed or confirmed CR at the 12-week tumor assessment), 
they must be repeated at Week 13 and test results must be reviewed by the treating physician before the 
first dose of blinded or open-label extension study treatment is administered: 

• Complete physical examination, including weight 
• Clinical laboratory tests (hematology, serum chemistry panel, urinalysis) 
• PT/INR or PTT  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
 

Study treatment will be dispensed, and return and compliance of previously dispensed open-label drug 
will occur, if not completed at the End of Week 12 Visit.  

Study treatment will be dispensed to subjects at study visits approximately every 3 weeks during the 
Randomized Stage, though the interval may vary by study site. At visits where study treatment is 
dispensed to the subject, a dispensation record will be completed. At a subsequent visit, remaining study 
treatment will be counted and treatment compliance documented.  

After study treatment is permanently discontinued, subjects will enter the Post-Treatment Period. 

Clinic visits will occur every 3 weeks after Week 12 (ie, End of Week 15, End of Week 18, End of Week 
21, End of Week 24, etc) until study treatment is permanently discontinued. Assessments are assigned by 
odd and even weeks, such that some occur every 3 weeks and others occur only every 6 weeks. After 12 
months, tumor assessments will be performed at least as frequently as institutional standard of care. This 
includes tumor markers for NRE and RDT (eg, PSA; CA 125). All other assessments after 12 months on 
study treatment will be performed every 6 weeks (eg, safety assessments, PE, blood work etc.) thereafter. 

5.2.3.1 RDT Cohorts: End of Odd-Numbered Weeks – Clinic Visits 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 



For visits that correspond to the end of “odd” numbered weeks after the Lead-In Stage (ie, End of Week 
15, end of Week 21, etc.) the following are to be performed within ± 2 days of the scheduled time point: 

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
• Study drug dispense and/or return and compliance accountability 
 

5.2.3.2 RDT Cohorts: End of Even-Numbered Weeks – Imaging Visit 

The following imaging assessments are to be performed every 6 weeks ± 4 days after the Lead-In Stage, 
at visits that correspond to the end of “even” numbered weeks (ie, End of End of Week 18, End of Week 
24, End of Week 30, etc) until disease progression or the initiation of subsequent anticancer therapy:  

• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
 

Imaging assessments are to be performed even if study treatment has been discontinued for reasons other 
than PD.  

Radiological response assessments should be determined according to Table 5-1.  

Randomized subjects who experience PD that are unblinded and revealed to have received placebo, and 
opt to resume treatment with open-label cabozantinib, are to continue the same imaging (and clinical) 
assessment schedule, until unacceptable treatment-related toxicity and/or lack of clinical benefit per the 
investigator.  

5.2.3.3 RDT Cohorts: End of Even-Numbered Weeks – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 



5.2.3.3.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with study 
treatment. 

• Symptom-directed physical examination (complete the portion[s] of the physical examination 
relevant to subject symptoms) 

• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature 
• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Blood sample for PK analysis – all subjects (Week 18 and Week 24 only)  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (Week 18 and Week 24 only)  
• Blood sample(s) for tumor markers 

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• For subjects with CRPC: blood samples for PSA measurement  
• For subjects with HCC: blood sample for AFP measurement (if elevated at baseline) 

• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
• Study drug dispense and/or return and compliance accountability 
 

5.2.3.3.2 Study Treatment Administration 
• Administer study treatment in the clinic 
 

5.2.3.3.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
 

5.2.3.4 RDT Cohorts: Time of Discontinuation 

In addition to all scheduled assessments, the following optional assessments may be performed during the 
study visit at which the decision to permanently discontinue study treatment due to AE or PD occurs: 

• Optional blood sample for PK analysis 
• Optional blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis 
 



5.2.4 RDT Cohorts: Post-Treatment Period 

All subjects will complete a 30 day post-treatment visit 30-37 days after the date of the decision to 
permanently discontinue study treatment  

Subjects who have discontinued study treatment before documented PD according to the criteria in 
Table 5-1 should continue to be monitored with extended follow-up assessments per the original 
assessment schedule for the required procedures until the earlier of: the subject experiences PD (see 
Table 5-1) or the initiation of subsequent anticancer therapy. 

5.2.4.1 RDT Cohorts: 30-Day Post-Treatment Visit 

Thirty to thirty-seven days after the date of the decision to permanently discontinue study treatment, 
subjects are to return to the study site to complete all post-treatment assessments as listed below. 

All clinical laboratory tests are to be conducted locally. 

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT 
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Perform final study drug accountability and document treatment compliance 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.2.4.2 RDT Cohorts: Extended Follow-Up 

Related AEs that led to treatment discontinuation and/or any related SAEs that have not resolved by 30 
days after last dose of study treatment and serious related AEs that occur after this time point are to be 
followed until resolution or determination by the investigator that the event has become stable or 
irreversible. 

If study treatment was permanently discontinued before documentation of PD, the following assessments 
should be conducted maintaining the original assessment schedule for each required procedure treatment 



until the earlier of: the subject experiences PD (see Table 5-1) or the initiation of subsequent anticancer 
therapy: 

• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
• Tumor markers 

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• For subjects with CRPC: blood samples for PSA measurement  
• For subjects with HCC: blood sample for AFP measurement (if elevated at baseline) 

• For subjects in the bone marker subgroup - Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Document any subsequent anticancer therapies received since initiation of study treatment until 

documented disease progression. 
• Adverse events 
• Concomitant medications 
 

5.2.4.3 Subject Survival Survey 

A subject survival survey may be sent to request the date that the subject was last known alive or the date 
of death. All efforts must be undertaken by the study sites to determine the date of death (or date subject 
was last known alive at the time of a data cutoff). This may include, but is not necessarily limited to: 
telephone contacts, communication at study visits, registered letters, and reviews of local obituaries and 
government death records. 

5.3 Non-Randomized Expansion (NRE) Cohorts: CRPC  

Upon opening an NRE cohort for CRPC, all subsequent new CRPC subjects will be enrolled to the CRPC 
NRE cohort, and undergo assessments and procedures according to the schedule in .  

Note: Subjects already enrolled to RDT cohorts prior to opening the NRE cohort will continue to follow 
the RDT schedule of assessments as described in Appendices A and B. This includes subjects that were 
randomized and unblinded (and crossed over to cabozantinib, if found to be on placebo) as a consequence 
of the of the NRE cohort opening. 

Subjects in CRPC NRE cohorts will receive cabozantinib administered orally qd until PD or unacceptable 
toxicity, with associated PK and pharmacodynamic sampling and periodic safety evaluation (including 
laboratory assessments). Subjects are defined to be enrolled upon receipt of first dose of study treatment. 
As of Protocol Amendment 1, subjects in the original CRPC NRE Cohort receive a starting dose of 
100 mg cabozantinib qd. Protocol Amendment 2 introduces the evaluation of a 39.4 mg qd starting dose 
of cabozantinib in a new CRPC NRE cohort.  



Study treatment will be administered at the study site at each protocol-defined visit; other doses will be 
self-administered outside the clinic.  

Study treatment will generally be dispensed to subjects at study visits approximately every 3 weeks, 
though the interval may vary by study site. At visits where study treatment is dispensed to the subject, a 
dispensation record will be completed. At a subsequent visit, remaining study treatment will be counted 
and treatment compliance documented. 

All scheduled clinical laboratory, tumor marker, and bone marker tests will be conducted at a central 
laboratory. However, for the purposes of determining eligibility, local laboratory tests (ie, at the study 
site) will be permitted if the scheduling of first dose is incompatible with obtaining central laboratory 
results in time for review. All local laboratory results must be documented on appropriate CRFs. If 
feasible, samples for central laboratory testing should also be collected. 

After study treatment is discontinued the subject will enter the Post-Treatment Period. 

5.3.1 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Screening Assessments 

All qualifying screening assessments must occur within 28 days before initial dose of study treatment, 
and clinical laboratory assessments must be repeated if performed > 7 days before the initial dose of study 
treatment. Qualifying laboratory tests may be performed at the W1D1 visit.  

All scheduled clinical laboratory, tumor marker, and bone marker tests will be conducted at a central 
laboratory. However, for the purposes of determining eligibility, local laboratory tests will be permitted if 
the scheduling of first dose is incompatible with obtaining central laboratory results in time for review. 
All local laboratory results must be documented on appropriate CRFs. If feasible, samples for central 
laboratory testing should also be collected. 

During screening, information is to be collected and subjects are to have clinical assessments as follows:  

• Demographics 
• Medical and cancer history (including AEs since informed consent) 
• Record blood transfusion history for the 12-week period prior to the initial dose of study treatment 
• Physical examination, including height and weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests:  

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests and testosterone 



• Urinalysis, including UPCR  
• PT/INR or PTT  
• Tumor tissue: unstained archival 4 to 10 micron tissue sections (≥ 10 slides, without coverslips) or 

tissue block or a fresh tumor sample are to be requisitioned for shipment to the central laboratory  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (1st baseline) 
• Optional tumor sample (may be taken at Week 1 Day 1 Visit)  
• Blood samples for CTC enumeration and molecular profiling  
• Blood sample for bone marker analysis 
• Blood samples for PSA measurement  
• Radiologic tumor assessment, including bone scan  
• Clinical factors affecting tumor assessment 
• Instruction on IVRS pain questionnaire and analgesic medication diary  

• Provide subjects with instruction on completion of the IVRS pain questionnaire and analgesic 
medication diary. 

• If the screening visit occurs during the 14-day interval prior to and including the W1D1 visit, 
subjects will complete initial entries for both the questionnaire (via IVRS) and the analgesic 
medication diary, with the assistance of the investigator, to initiate the 7-day baseline assessment 
interval. The investigator may guide and assist the subject in dialing and accessing the IVRS, but 
the subject himself must respond to the questionnaire items.  

• If the screening visit occurs before the 14-day interval prior to and including the W1D1 visit, the 
pain questionnaire will be scheduled to start ≥ 7 days prior to the scheduled date of first dose, and 
subjects should be instructed to begin entries into their analgesic medication diaries starting on 
the same day that the first pain assessment questionnaire is completed. 

• Provide the subject with the prepared analgesic medication diary for the baseline pain assessment 
interval  

• Skeletal survey  
• SREs 
• Concomitant medications 
 

5.3.2 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Treatment Period 

5.3.2.1 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Week 1 Day 1 (Study Day 1) Clinic Visit, First Dose of Study 
Treatment 

For the purposes of determining eligibility, local laboratory tests performed for the W1D1 assessment will 
be permitted, and results must be documented. If feasible, samples for central laboratory testing should be 
collected. For the purposes of completing baseline (W1D1) physical examination and clinical laboratory 
tests, assessments performed up to 7 days before the first dose of study treatment may be documented as 
the W1D1 assessments. 



If the following evaluations were performed during screening > 7 days before Study Week 1 Day 1, they 
must be repeated at this visit to verify eligibility; test results must be reviewed by the treating physician 
before first dose of study treatment is administered. 

• Complete physical examination, including weight 
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT 
 

5.3.2.1.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib. 

• Update medical history (including AEs since informed consent) 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Baseline blood sample for PK analysis  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (2nd baseline) 
• Optional tumor sample (if not taken at Screening Visit)  
• Blood samples for CTC enumeration and molecular profiling  
• Blood sample for pharmacogenetics analyses 
• Blood sample for bone marker analysis 
• Pain questionnaire compliance and analgesic medication diary  

• Verify that the subject has completed the pain questionnaire via IVRS over a 7-day interval 
within 14 days before the first dose of study treatment (minimum of 4 responses out of 7 days 
required, need not be consecutive) 

• Retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review with the subject  
• Provide the subject with the prepared analgesic medication diary for the next pain assessment 

interval 
• Dispense study drug 
• Concomitant medications 
 

5.3.2.1.2 Study Treatment Administration 

Subjects should fast for 2 hours before and for 1 hour after each dose of cabozantinib.. 



Under supervision, the subject should self-administer in the clinic the appropriate dose of study treatment. 

Subjects may leave the study site after completion of post-dose assessments. Subjects should be instructed 
to inform the PI of any AEs. If an AE occurs and requires further observation, the subject should remain 
at the study site until the investigator determines it is safe for the subject to leave. 

Subjects experiencing dizziness, sleepiness, or other symptoms that could influence alertness or 
coordination should be advised not to drive or operate heavy machinery. 

Study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic will be dispensed to the subject. 
Subjects should record dosing time and doses taken in a study drug dosing diary while on study 
treatment. If doses are withheld, the original schedule of assessments should be maintained. The subject 
should be instructed to not make up the missed doses and to maintain the planned dosing schedule. 
Subjects must be instructed to not make up missed doses that are vomited. 

5.3.2.1.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
 

5.3.2.2 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Every 3 Weeks – Clinic Visit 

Clinic visits will occur every 3 weeks after the start of Week 1 (ie, End of Week 3, End of Week 6, End of 
Week 9, End of Week 12, etc) until study treatment is permanently discontinued. Assessments are 
assigned by odd and even weeks, such that some occur every 3 weeks and others occur only every 
6 weeks.  

5.3.2.3 CRPC NRE Cohorts: End of Odd-Numbered Weeks – Clinic Visits 

All clinical laboratory tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. 

For visits that correspond to the end of “odd” numbered weeks (ie, End of Week 3, End of Week 9, etc.) 
the following are to be performed within ± 2 days of the scheduled time point: 

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests (End of Week 3 only; end of even-numbered weeks thereafter) 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel 

• Blood sample for PK analysis – all subjects (Week 3 only)  
• Blood sample for bone marker analysis (Week 3 only)  
• Pain questionnaire compliance and analgesic medication diary (Week 3 only) 



• Verify that the subject has completed the pain questionnaire via IVRS over the W3D1-W3D7 
interval. If the visit occurs in the middle of the interval and the required number of responses has 
not yet been received, remind the subject to complete the remainder of the questionnaires, and 
check for completion at the subsequent visit  

• Retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review with the subject  
• Provide the subject with the prepared analgesic medication diary for the next pain assessment 

interval 
• Study drug return and compliance accountability  
• Dispense study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.3.2.4 CRPC NRE Cohorts: End of Even-Numbered Weeks – Imaging Visit 

The following procedures are to be performed every 6 weeks ± 4 days (ie, End of Week 6, End of Week 
12, End of Week 18, End of Week 24, etc) until disease progression or the initiation of subsequent 
anticancer therapy: 

• Radiologic tumor assessment, including bone scan  
• Clinical factors affecting tumor assessment  
 

Imaging assessments are to be performed even if study treatment has been discontinued for reasons other 
than PD. Radiological response assessments and disease progression criteria should be determined 
according to Table 5-1. 

5.3.2.5 CRPC NRE Cohorts: End of Even-Numbered Weeks – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. 

The following assessment may be performed either pre- or post-dose: 

• Optional tumor sample (Week 6 and Week 12 only) 

 

5.3.2.5.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with study 
treatment. 

• Symptom-directed physical examination (complete the portion[s] of the physical examination 
relevant to subject symptoms) 

• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature 
• 12-Lead ECG  



• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT 
• Blood sample for PK analysis – all subjects (Weeks 6, 12,18, 24 only)  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (Weeks 6, 12,18, 24 only) 
• Blood samples for CTC enumeration and molecular profiling (Week 6 and Week 12 only) 
• Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Blood sample for PSA measurement  
• Pain questionnaire compliance and analgesic medication diary  

• Verify that the subject has completed the pain questionnaire via IVRS over the 7-day interval 
corresponding to the study visit (eg W6D1-W6D7 for the End of Week 6 assessment). Verify 
completeness of responses for the prior interval as well, if not completed at the time of the 
previous corresponding study visit. If the visit occurs in the middle of the interval and the 
required number of responses has not yet been received, remind the subject to complete the 
remainder of the questionnaires, and check for completion at the subsequent visit 

• Retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review with the subject  
• Provide the subject with the prepared analgesic medication diary for the next pain assessment 

interval  
• SREs  
• Study drug return and compliance accountability 
• Dispense study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.3.2.5.2 Study Treatment Administration 
• Administer study treatment in the clinic 

5.3.2.5.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
 

5.3.2.5.4 Optional Cognitive Interview 

Week 6 only (Optional Cognitive Interviews Regarding Subject IVRS and Analgesic Medication Diary 
Experience). 



5.3.2.6 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Unscheduled Bone Scans 

If a subject requires an unscheduled bone scan for bone pain, every effort should be made to document 
analgesic medication use (via diary) and to complete the pain questionnaire for a 7-day interval starting, 
preferably, 4 to 7 days before the date of the unscheduled scan or at a minimum, starting on the date of 
the unscheduled scan.  

5.3.2.7 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Time of Treatment Discontinuation due to AE or PD 

In addition to all scheduled procedures, the following assessments should be performed during the study 
visit at which the decision to permanently discontinue study treatment due to AE or PD occurs: 

• Blood samples for CTC enumeration and molecular profiling  
• Blood sample for PSA measurement  
• Optional blood sample for PK analysis 
• Optional blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis 
 

5.3.3 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Post-Treatment Period 

All subjects will complete a 30 day post-treatment visit 30-37 days after the date of the decision to 
permanently discontinue study treatment.  

Subjects who have permanently discontinued study treatment before documented radiographic PD should 
continue to be monitored with extended follow-up assessments per the original assessment schedule for 
the required procedures until the earlier of: the subject experiences radiographic PD (see Table 5-1) or the 
initiation of subsequent anticancer therapy. 

Each CRPC NRE subject will undergo Extended Follow-up monitoring survival until the subject expires. 
The investigator (or designee) will make contact with the subject every 12 weeks (± 7 days) after the later 
of the 30-Day Post-Treatment Visit or the last radiographic tumor assessment (including assessments 
during Extended Follow-Up. 

All efforts must be undertaken by the study sites to determine the date of death (or date subject last 
known alive at the time of a data cutoff). This may include, but not necessarily limited to, telephone 
contacts, communication at study visits, registered letters, and reviews of local obituaries and government 
death records. 

5.3.3.1 CRPC NRE Cohorts: 30 Day Post-Treatment Visit 

Thirty to thirty-seven days after date of the decision to permanently discontinue study treatment, subjects 
are to return to the study site to complete all post-treatment assessments as follows: 

• Physical examination, including weight 



• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT 
• Pain questionnaire compliance and analgesic medication diary (only for subjects that have 

permanently discontinued due to PD) 
• Verify completion of any pain questionnaires occurring after the last visit in which pain 

questionnaire compliance was performed 
• Retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review with the subject  

• Perform final study drug accountability and document treatment compliance 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.3.3.2 CRPC NRE Cohorts: Extended Follow-Up 

Related AEs that led to permanent treatment discontinuation and/or any related SAEs that have not 
resolved by 30 days after last dose of study treatment and serious related AEs that occur after this time 
point are to be followed until resolution or determination by the investigator that the event has become 
stable or irreversible. 

If study treatment was permanently discontinued before documentation of PD, the following assessments 
should be conducted maintaining the original assessment schedule for each required procedure until the 
earlier of: the subject experiences PD (see Table 5-1) or the initiation of subsequent anticancer therapy: 

• Blood sample for bone marker analysis  
• Blood samples for PSA measurement  
• Radiological tumor assessments, including bone scan  
• Clinical factors affecting tumor assessment  
• Pain questionnaire compliance and analgesic medication diary  

• Verify that the subject has completed the pain questionnaire via IVRS over the 7-day interval 
corresponding to the study visit (eg W6D1-7 for the Week 6 assessment). Verify completeness of 
responses for the prior interval as well, if not completed at the time of the previous corresponding 
study visit. If the visit occurs in the middle of the interval and the required number of responses 
has not yet been received, remind the subject to complete the remainder of the questionnaires, and 
check for completion at the subsequent visit. 

• Retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review with the subject.  



• Provide the subject with the prepared analgesic medication diary for the next pain assessment 
interval  

• If a PD determination is made during a visit which occurs in the middle of a pain assessment 
interval, the remaining pain assessment questionnaires for the interval should be completed, and 
every effort should be made to retrieve the final, completed analgesic medication diary from the 
subject. 

• SREs  
• Document any subsequent anticancer therapies received since initiation of study treatment until 

documented PD according to the criteria in Table 5-1. 
• Adverse events 
• Concomitant medications 
• Survival 
 

Each CRPC NRE subject will be monitored for survival until the subject expires. The investigator (or 
designee) will make contact with the subject every 12 weeks (± 7 days) after the later of the 30-Day Post-
Treatment Visit or the last radiographic tumor assessment (including assessments during Extended 
Follow-Up as described above). 

• At each contact, the investigator (or designee) will determine if the subject died, and if so, record the 
date and cause of death. 

 

All efforts must be undertaken by the study sites to determine the date of death (or date subject last 
known alive at the time of a data cutoff). This may include, but not necessarily limited to, telephone 
contacts, communication at study visits, registered letters, and reviews of local obituaries and government 
death records. 

5.4 Non-Randomized Expansion (NRE) Cohorts: Non-CRPC Tumor Types 

Upon opening an NRE cohort for a Non-CRPC tumor type, all subsequent new subjects of that tumor 
type will be enrolled to the NRE cohort, and undergo assessments and procedures according to the 
schedule in .  

Note: Subjects already enrolled in RDT cohorts prior to opening the NRE cohort will continue to follow 
the RDT schedule of assessments as in Appendices A and B.  

Subjects in NRE cohorts will receive cabozantinib administered orally qd until PD or unacceptable 
toxicity, with associated PK and pharmacodynamic sampling and periodic safety evaluation (including 
laboratory assessments). Subjects are defined to be enrolled upon receipt of first dose of study treatment. 
As of Protocol Amendment 1, subjects in the original non-CRPC NRE cohorts receive a starting dose of 



100 mg cabozantinib qd. Under Protocol Amendment 2, a new NRE cohort with a starting dose of 39.4 
mg may be opened for one additional tumor type, pending SOC recommendations.  

Study treatment will be administered at the study site at each protocol-defined visit; other doses will be 
self-administered outside the clinic.  

Study treatment will be dispensed to subjects at study visits approximately every 3 weeks, though the 
interval may vary by study site. At visits where study treatment is dispensed to the subject, a dispensation 
record will be completed. At a subsequent visit, remaining study treatment will be counted and treatment 
compliance documented. 

All scheduled clinical laboratory and tumor marker tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. 
Pregnancy tests will be performed locally. However, for the purposes of determining eligibility, local 
laboratory tests will be permitted if the scheduling of first dose is incompatible with obtaining central 
laboratory results in time for review. All local laboratory results must be documented on appropriate 
CRFs. If feasible, samples for central laboratory testing should also be collected. 

After study treatment is discontinued the subject will enter the Post-Treatment Period. 

5.4.1 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Screening Assessments 

All qualifying screening assessments must occur within 28 days before initial dose of study treatment and 
must be repeated if performed > 7 days before the initial dose of study treatment. Qualifying laboratory 
tests may be performed at the W1D1 visit.  

All scheduled clinical laboratory and tumor marker tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. 
However, for the purposes of determining eligibility, local laboratory tests will be permitted if the 
scheduling of first dose is incompatible with obtaining central laboratory results in time for review. All 
local laboratory results must be documented on appropriate CRFs. If feasible, samples for central 
laboratory testing should also be collected. 

During screening, information is to be collected and subjects are to have clinical assessments as follows:  

• Demographics 
• Medical and cancer history (including AEs since informed consent) 
• Physical examination, including height and weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests:  



• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests  
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT 
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Tumor tissue: unstained archival 4 to 10 micron tissue sections (≥ 10 slides, without coverslips) or 

tissue block or a fresh tumor sample are to be requisitioned for shipment to the central laboratory  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (1st baseline) 
• Optional tumor sample (may be taken at Week 1 Day 1 Visit)  
• Tumor markers  

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
• Clinical factors affecting tumor assessment  
• Concomitant medications 
 

5.4.2 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Treatment Period 

5.4.2.1 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Week 1 Day 1 (Study Day 1) – Clinic Visit, First Dose of 
Study Treatment 

All scheduled clinical laboratory tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. However, for the 
purposes of determining eligibility, local laboratory tests performed for the W1D1 assessment will be 
permitted, and results must be documented. If feasible, samples for central laboratory testing should be 
collected. For the purposes of completing baseline (W1D1) physical examination and clinical laboratory 
tests, assessments performed up to 7 days before the first dose of study treatment may be documented as 
the W1D1 assessments. 

If the following evaluations were performed during screening > 7 days before Study Week 1 Day 1, they 
must be repeated at this visit to verify eligibility; test results must be reviewed by the treating physician 
before first dose of study treatment is administered. 

• Complete physical examination, including weight 
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT 
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  



 

5.4.2.1.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with 
cabozantinib. 

• Update medical history (including AEs since informed consent) 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Baseline blood sample for PK analysis  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (2nd baseline) 
• Optional tumor sample (If not taken at Screening Visit)  
• Blood sample for pharmacogenetics analyses  
• Dispense study drug 
• Concomitant medications 
 

5.4.2.1.2 Study Treatment Administration 

Subjects should fast for 2 hours before and for 1 hour after each dose of cabozantinib.  

Under supervision, the subject should self-administer in the clinic the appropriate dose of study treatment. 

Subjects may leave the study site after completion of post-dose assessments. Subjects should be instructed 
to inform the PI of any AEs. If an AE occurs and requires further observation, the subject should remain 
at the study site until the investigator determines it is safe for the subject to leave. 

Subjects experiencing dizziness, sleepiness, or other symptoms that could influence alertness or 
coordination should be advised not to drive or operate heavy machinery. 

Study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic will be dispensed to the subject. 
Subjects should record dosing time and doses taken in a study drug dosing diary while on study 
treatment. If doses are withheld, the original schedule of assessments should be maintained. The subject 
should be instructed to not make up the missed doses and to maintain the planned dosing schedule. 
Subjects must be instructed to not make up missed doses that are vomited. 

5.4.2.1.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
 



5.4.2.2 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Every 3 Weeks – Clinic Visit 

Clinic visits will occur every 3 weeks after the start of Week 1 (ie, End of Week 3, End of Week 6, End of 
Week 9, End of Week 12, etc) until study treatment is permanently discontinued. Assessments are 
assigned by odd and even weeks, such that some occur every 3 weeks and others occur only every 
6 weeks.  

5.4.2.3 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: End of Odd-Numbered Weeks – Clinic Visits 

All clinical laboratory tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. 

For visits that correspond to the end of “odd” numbered weeks (ie, End of Week 3, End of Week 9, etc.) 
the following are to be performed within ± 2 days of the scheduled time point: 

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests (End of Week 3 only; end of even-numbered weeks thereafter) 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel 

• Blood sample for PK analysis – all subjects (Week 3 only)  
• Study drug return and compliance accountability 
• Dispense study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.4.2.4 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: End of Even-Numbered Weeks – Imaging Visit 

The following procedures are to be performed every 6 weeks ± 4 days (ie, End of Week 6, End of Week 
12, End of Week 18, End of Week 24, etc) until disease progression or the initiation of subsequent 
anticancer therapy: 

• Radiologic tumor assessment (including bone scan for subjects with known bone metastases) 
• Clinical factors affecting tumor assessment  
 

Imaging assessments are to be performed even if study treatment has been discontinued for reasons other 
than PD. Radiological response assessments and disease progression criteria should be determined 
according to Table 5-1. 

5.4.2.5 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: End of Even-Numbered Weeks – Clinic Visit 

All clinical laboratory tests will be conducted at a central laboratory. 



The following assessment may be performed either pre- or post-dose: 

• Optional tumor sample (Week 6 and Week 12 only) 
 

5.4.2.5.1 Pre-Dose Assessments 

Note: All blood samples should be taken within approximately 15 minutes before dosing with study 
treatment. 

• Symptom-directed physical examination (complete the portion[s] of the physical examination 
relevant to subject symptoms) 

• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature 
• 12-Lead ECG  
• ECOG performance status assessment 
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 
• Urinalysis, including UPCR  

• PT/INR or PTT  
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Blood sample for PK analysis– all subjects (Weeks 6, 12, 18, 24 only)  
• Blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis (Weeks 6, 12, 18, 24 only) 
• Tumor markers  

• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 
• Study drug return and compliance accountability 
• Dispense study treatment for doses to be self-administered outside the clinic 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.4.2.5.2 Study Treatment Administration 
• Administer study treatment in the clinic 
 

5.4.2.5.3 Post-Dose Assessments 
• Adverse events 
 



5.4.2.6 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Time of Discontinuation  

In addition to all scheduled procedures, the following assessments should be performed during the study 
visit at which the decision to permanently discontinue study treatment due to AE or PD occurs: 

• Tumor markers  
• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement  

• Optional blood sample for PK analysis 
• Optional blood sample for pharmacodynamic biomarker analysis 
 

5.4.3 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Post-Treatment Period 

All subjects will complete a 30-day post-treatment visit 30-37 days after the date of the decision to 
permanently discontinue study treatment.  

Subjects who have permanently discontinued study treatment before documented PD should continue to 
be monitored with extended follow-up assessments per the original assessment schedule for the required 
procedures until the earlier of: the subject experiences PD (see Table 5-1) or the initiation of subsequent 
anticancer therapy. 

Each subject will undergo Extended Follow-up monitoring survival until the subject expires. The 
investigator (or designee) will make contact with the subject every 12 weeks (± 7 days) after the later of 
the 30-Day Post-Treatment Visit or the last radiographic tumor assessment (including assessments during 
Extended Follow-Up). 

All efforts must be undertaken by the study sites to determine the date of death (or date subject last 
known alive at the time of a data cutoff). This may include, but not necessarily limited to, telephone 
contacts, communication at study visits, registered letters, and reviews of local obituaries and government 
death records. 

5.4.3.1 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: 30-Day Post-Treatment Visit 

Thirty to thirty-seven days after the date of the decision to permanently discontinue study treatment, 
subjects are expected to return to the study site to complete all post-treatment assessments as follows: 

• Physical examination, including weight 
• Vital signs (5-minute sitting blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, temperature) 
• 12-Lead ECG 
• ECOG performance status assessment  
• Clinical laboratory tests 

• Hematology 
• Serum chemistry panel, including thyroid function tests 



• Urinalysis, including UPCR  
• PT/INR or PTT 
• Pregnancy test (urine or serum) in women of child-bearing potential 

Note: A serum test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test  
• Perform final study drug accountability and document treatment compliance 
• Concomitant medications 
• Adverse events 
 

5.4.3.2 Non-CRPC NRE Cohorts: Extended Follow-Up 

Related AEs that led to permanent treatment discontinuation and/or any related SAEs that have not 
resolved by 30 days after last dose of study treatment and serious related AEs that occur after this time 
point are to be followed until resolution or determination by the investigator that the event has become 
stable or irreversible. 

If study treatment was permanently discontinued before documentation of PD, the following assessments 
should be conducted maintaining the original assessment schedule for each required procedure until the 
earlier of: the subject experiences PD (see Table 5-1) or the initiation of subsequent anticancer therapy. 

• Tumor markers 
• For subjects with ovarian cancer: blood samples for CA125 measurement 

• Radiologic tumor assessments (including bone scans for subjects with evidence of bone metastases) 
• Clinical factors affecting tumor assessment 
• Document any subsequent anticancer therapies received since initiation of study treatment until 

documented PD according to the criteria in Table 5-1. 
• Adverse events 
• Concomitant medications 
• Survival 
 

Each subject will be monitored for survival until the subject expires. The investigator (or designee) will 
make contact with the subject every 12 weeks (± 7 days) after the later of the 30-Day Post-Treatment 
Visit or the last radiographic tumor assessment (including assessments during Extended Follow-Up as 
described above). 

• At each contact, the investigator (or designee) will determine if the subject died, and if so, record the 
date and cause of death. 

 

All efforts must be undertaken by the study sites to determine the date of death (or date subject last 
known alive at the time of a data cutoff). This may include, but not necessarily limited to, telephone 



contacts, communication at study visits, registered letters, and reviews of local obituaries and government 
death records. 

5.5 Procedure Details 

5.5.1 Electrocardiogram (ECG) Assessments 

At any timepoint, if there is an increase in QTc interval to an absolute value > 500 msec using the 
Fridericia correction formula, two additional ECGs should be performed approximately 2 minutes apart, 
within 30 minutes. If the average QTc interval calculated by the Fridericia formula from the three ECGs 
is > 500 msec, study treatment must be withheld and a cardiology consultation is recommended for 
evaluation and subject management. The Sponsor should be notified immediately. Study treatment may 
only be continued with the agreement of the Sponsor. 

Abnormalities in the ECG that lead to a change in subject management (eg, dose reduced or withheld, 
requirement for additional medication or monitoring) or result in clinical signs and symptoms are 
considered clinically significant for the purposes of this study and will be recorded on the AE CRF. If 
values meet criteria defining them as serious, they must be reported as SAEs. 

5.5.2 Symptom-Directed Physical Examinations 

The symptom-directed physical examination is a physical examination relevant to the subject’s 
symptoms. 

5.5.3 Laboratory Assessments 

For RDT cohorts, local laboratories will perform all clinical laboratory tests in the table below, and results 
will be provided to the investigator.  

For NRE cohorts, all scheduled laboratory tests in the table below will be conducted at a central 
laboratory. However, for the purposes of determining eligibility, local laboratory tests will be permitted if 
the scheduling of first dose is incompatible with obtaining central laboratory results in time for review. 
Pregnancy tests will be performed locally (ie, at the study site). All local laboratory results must be 
documented on appropriate CRFs. All local laboratory normal ranges for the tests conducted must be 
documented on appropriate CRFs (for NRE subjects) or submitted to the CRO monitor (for RDT 
subjects). If feasible, samples for central laboratory testing should be collected. Unscheduled tests may be 
performed at the local laboratory but must be documented on appropriate CRFs. 



All blood and urine samples for hematology, serum chemistry, and urinalysis will be prepared using 
standard procedures. Laboratory panels are composed of the following:  

Hematology Serum chemistry Urinalysis Other laboratory analysis 

• white blood cell 
(WBC) count with 
differential (including 
at minimum: 
neutrophils, 
basophils, 
eosinophils, 
lymphocytes, 
monocytes) 

• hematocrit 
• platelet count 
• red blood cell (RBC) 

count 
• hemoglobin  
 
NRE CRPC subjects: 
• reticulocytes 

• albumin 
• alkaline phosphatase 

(ALP) 
• amylase 
• ALT 
• AST 
• blood urea nitrogen 

(BUN) 
• calcium (total or 

ionized)  
• carbon dioxide  
• chloride 
• creatinine 
• -glutamyltransferase 

(GGT) 
• glucose 
• lactate dehydrogenase 

(LDH)  
• lipase  
• magnesium 
• phosphorus 
• potassium 
• sodium 
• total bilirubin 

(conjugated and 
unconjugated if 
clinically indicated) 

• total protein  
• thyroid function tests 

(After screening, free 
T3, free T4 and total 
T4 to be performed if 
TSH is abnormally 
high or low)c 

Dipstick or Routine 
Urinalysisa 
• appearance 
• color 
• pH 
• specific gravity 
• ketones 
• protein 
• glucose 
• nitrite 
• urobilinogen 
• occult blood 
 
 
• Urine protein / 

creatinine ratio 
(UPCR) 

• 24-hour urine 
protein if clinically 
indicated 

 
 
 

For all subjects: 
• PT/INR or PTT 
 
For women with childbearing 
potentialb: 
• Pregnancy test (urine or 

serum)  
 
NRE CRPC subjects: 
• Testosterone (serum; 

baseline only) 

CRPC, castration-resistant prostate cancer; INR, International Normalized Ratio; NRE, non-randomized expansion; PT, 
prothrombin time; PTT, partial thromboplastin time; T3, triiodothyronine; T4, thyroxine; TSH, thyroid stimulating 
hormone. 

a Microscopic examination of sediment will be performed only if the results of the urinalysis are positive for a subset of 
parameter(s) that indicates a microscopic examination. 

b A serum pregnancy test must be performed to confirm a positive urine test. 
c Additional thyroid function tests (eg, autoantibodies) should be performed by local laboratories as clinically indicated. 

 



Abnormalities in clinical laboratory tests that lead to a change in subject management (eg, dose withheld 
or reduced, requirement for additional medication or monitoring) are considered clinically significant for 
the purposes of this study and will be deemed AEs. If laboratory values constitute part of an event that 
meets criteria defining it as serious, the event (and associated laboratory values) must be reported as an 
SAE. 

5.5.4 Pharmacokinetic Assessments 

Pharmacokinetic samples will be collected at selected intervals/timepoints from all subjects over the first 
24 weeks of the study. Under Protocol Amendment 1, additional PK sampling became mandatory for 
HCC subjects, and under Protocol Amendment 2, an additional PK sample is added at the End of Week 3 
Visit for all subjects in the NRE cohorts (see  and ). The schedules for collection of all PK blood samples 
are provided in  (RDT cohorts, Lead-In Stage),  (RDT cohorts, Randomized Stage),  (Non-Randomized 
Expansion, CRPC), and  (Non-Randomized, Non-CRPC). Actual collection times will be recorded on 
CRF. In addition, on days that PK samples are collected, the site will record the time of the study drug 
dose self-administered by the subject in the clinic.  

Detailed instructions for PK blood sample preparation and shipping will be provided to the study sites in a 
separate Laboratory Manual. Pharmacokinetic-related sampling and/or analysis may be halted at any time 
at the discretion of the Sponsor.  

5.5.5 Translational Medicine Assessments 

This study will collect samples for translational medicine assessments in all enrolled subjects where not 
prohibited by local regulations. Sample types include whole blood, plasma, and tumor tissue. Most of the 
tumor samples are expected to be archival tissue. The Sponsor or designee may retain anonymized 
leftover samples (eg, blood, tumor, DNA) for possible future analyses beyond the end of the study to 
elucidate further disease subtypes, drug response and toxicity, and possibly to identify new drug targets 
and additional biomarkers of response to study drug. Samples will be archived according to FDA 
regulations, EMEA’s Reflection Paper on Pharmacogenomic Samples, Testing and Data Handling 
(EMEA 2007), and will not carry personal identification (eg, Social Security number or name). The 
samples will be destroyed after 15 years or earlier if requested by the subject unless already anonymized 
prior to the request. 

Detailed instructions for collection, processing, labeling, handling, storage, and shipment of these 
specimens will be provided in a separate manual. Translational medicine-related sampling and/or analysis 
may be halted at any time at the discretion of the Sponsor. 



5.5.5.1 Pharmacodynamic Assessments 

Unless prohibited by local regulations, blood samples will be collected and processed into plasma for all 
subjects for potential analyses of cabozantinib mechanism of action based pharmacodynamic biomarkers 
(eg, sMET, HGF, VEGF-A, PlGF, sVEGFR2, sKIT) as well as disease specific markers. Additional 
exploratory studies may be performed to characterize disease subtypes and potential biomarkers of 
response or resistance. Analyses may include but are not limited to quantification and genotyping of 
circulating plasma DNA, evaluation of micro RNAs, and analyses of additional soluble markers. 

Pharmacodynamic plasma samples will be collected at the time points outlined in cohort type-specific 
appendices (, , , and ).  

5.5.5.2 Tumor Samples and Analyses 

Tumor sample requisition is required for enrollment unless prohibited by local regulations (including IRB 
policies). SCLC subjects, clinically diagnosed HCC subjects, and any subjects diagnosed ≥ 7 years prior 
to the date of screening with no additional tumor tissue collected in the last 7 years are excluded from this 
requirement, but efforts should be made to obtain samples if possible. Archival tumor tissue slides (a 
minimum of 10 consecutive unstained sections of 4-10 microns if available) or a tumor tissue paraffin 
block will be requisitioned for shipment to a central laboratory. In rare cases, frozen tissue may also be 
provided. Alternatively, a new biopsy may be obtained before the first dose of cabozantinib. Fine needle 
aspirates may also be acceptable and collection of tumor fluid samples (confirmed as malignant by a 
cytopathologist) may be considered on a case by case basis. 

With agreement of the investigator and Sponsor and with the subject’s consent, paired tumor tissue 
samples (including bone marrow and bone lesions in subjects with bone metastases) may be optionally 
collected, preferentially, during the screening period (or pre-dose on Week 1 Day 1) and at the end of 
Week 6 to coincide with first radiologic tumor assessment (± 4 days). Additional samples, particularly 
bone marrow collections, may also be collected at the end of Week 12 (± 4 days) to increase the 
likelihood of at least two samples being positive for tumor cells. Tumor samples at the End of Week 6 and 
End of Week 12 can be collected either pre- or post-dose. Sample types may include surgical biopsies, 
core needle biopsies, fine needle aspirates or punch biopsies, where applicable. Collection of tumor fluid 
samples (confirmed as malignant by a cytopathologist) may also be considered on a case by case basis. 
The sample type should be kept consistent per subject for paired tissue collection whenever feasible. 

Tumor analyses may involve evaluation of the signaling pathways related to cabozantinib targets (eg, 
VEGFR, MET, KIT, RET) and include methods such as genotyping, fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH) and/or immunohistochemistry (IHC). Mutation and/or amplification status of disease-specific 
tumor-promoters or suppressors may also be determined to characterize the potential impact on response 



or resistance to cabozantinib (eg, HER2, EGFR, KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, PTEN, PIK3CA, TP53, GNAQ, 
CDKN2A). Broader genome-wide copy number and mutation profiling may also be conducted. For 
paired tumor biopsies pharmacodynamic markers such as pMET/MET, pVEGFR2/VEGFR2, 
pERK/ERK, pAKT/AKT and pKIT/KIT may also be analyzed by IHC. 

In addition, samples from bone or other tissues may be used to analyze disease-specific markers. 

5.5.5.3 Blood Samples for Circulating Tumor Cells (CRPC NRE Subjects) 

Additional blood samples will be collected for the enumeration and molecular profiling of CTCs from 
CRPC subjects enrolled in select regions. In metastatic prostate cancer, CTC counts at baseline have 
prognostic value, and changes on therapy have been considered to be predictive of treatment benefit 
(Nelson 2010). Molecular profiling may involve copy number analyses and genotyping of receptors such 
as AR (androgen receptor) and MET as well as additional expression analyses. Serial blood samples will 
be collected at screening, pre-dose on Week 1 Day 1, at the End of Week 6 and End of Week 12 Visits, 
and at the time of permanent treatment discontinuation due to AE or PD. These blood samples are 
extremely time sensitive and need to be shipped to a designated central laboratory preferentially on the 
day of collection and no later than the day after collection if same-day shipment is not feasible. The 
samples will be processed at the central laboratory. Separate instructions and collection kits will be 
provided once the sampling is implemented. Collection of these blood samples may be halted early or 
may not be initiated at the discretion of the Sponsor.  

5.5.5.4 Pharmacogenetic Blood Sample 

Unless prohibited by local regulations, a blood sample (collected pre-dose on Week 1 Day 1) may be 
utilized for genotyping/single nucleotide polymorphism analysis to correlate genetic variation with safety 
and tolerability or with response to cabozantinib. This may include a genome-wide analysis. 

The Sponsor or designee may retain anonymized DNA samples for future pharmacogenetic analyses 
beyond the end of the study. The sample will be archived according to FDA regulations, EMEA’s 
Reflection Paper on Pharmacogenomic Samples, Testing and Data Handling (EMEA 2007), and will not 
carry personal identification (eg, Social Security number or name). The samples will be destroyed after 
15 years or earlier if requested by the subject unless already anonymized prior to the request.  

5.5.6 Bone Marker Blood Samples 

Markers of bone homeostasis in serum will be monitored to assess the effects of cabozantinib treatment 
on bone metabolism in subjects with bone metastases, in particular those with CRPC, as compared to 
subjects without bone metastases. The following subjects, all enrolled under Protocol Amendment 1 or 
later, will be analyzed for bone markers and considered the bone marker subgroup:  



1. All CRPC subjects enrolled in NRE cohorts 
2. All subjects enrolled in RDT cohorts who have known bone metastases at screening  
3. Control subgroup of 30 of the first non-CRPC subjects enrolled in RDT cohorts without bone 

lesions (Note: Subjects with HCC will be excluded)  
 

Unless prohibited by local regulations, serial blood samples will be collected according to the schedules 
outlined in Appendices A-D. For the control subjects (see above), samples will be collected up to the End 
of Week 12 Visit only. The date of onset of menopause for female subjects in the bone marker subgroup 
will be assessed, if applicable. Collection of these samples may be halted early or may not be initiated at 
the discretion of the Sponsor 

Blood samples will be processed into serum, and the samples will be used for potential analyses of 
markers of bone formation and resorption (eg, serum bone-specific ALP, NTx, and CTx). Analyses will 
be performed at a central laboratory. Additional exploratory studies may be performed to characterize 
changes in bone-related markers.  

5.5.7 Tumor Markers 

Tumor markers to be monitored over the course of study treatment include, but may not be limited to 
AFP, CA125, CA15-3, CA72-4, CA27-29, CA19-9, CEA, CYFRA 21-1, NSE, PSA, SCC, and beta-
HCG, as appropriate. While the analysis of AFP for HCC subjects, CA125 for subjects with ovarian 
cancer and PSA for CRPC subjects is required, the other tumor markers may be selected on a tumor type-
specific basis. 

Blood samples for tumor marker analysis will be collected at screening, and every 6 weeks following the 
initiation of study treatment (see , , , and ). Assessments should continue even if study treatment is being 
held or discontinued for reasons other than PD. After 12 months, tumor assessments will be performed 
institutional standard of care. This includes tumor markers for NRE and RDT (eg, PSA; CA 125). All 
other assessments after 12 months on study treatment will be performed every 6 weeks (eg, safety 
assessments, PE, blood work etc.) thereafter.  For NRE cohorts additional samples will be collected at the 
time of permanent treatment discontinuation due to AE or PD ( and ). 

Tumor marker assessments for RDT cohorts will be performed at the local laboratory. 

For NRE cohorts, PSA (for CRPC subjects) and CA125 (for subjects with ovarian cancer) assessments 
will be performed at a central laboratory, and all other tumor marker tests will be performed locally. 



5.5.8 Pain Questionnaire and Analgesic Medication Diary (CRPC NRE Subjects) 

For the purpose of determining the effect of cabozantinib treatment on pain and analgesic medication 
usage for CRPC subjects enrolled into NRE cohorts, pain will be assessed by a subject-reported 
questionnaire and daily analgesic medication usage recorded during regular intervals. All CRPC NRE 
subjects are required to complete assessments, regardless of whether pain is present or analgesic 
medications are being taken during the screening period. 

Pain assessments will consist of subject-reported responses to a pain questionnaire (see ), administered by 
IVRS (or paper worksheet for the subjects consented prior to the implementation of the IVRS system), in 
which subjects will be asked to rate their pain and degree of interference in daily activities due to pain at 
its worst over the prior 24 hours (items from the MD Anderson Symptom Assessment Inventory; 
Cleeland et al. 2000), as well as their pain relative to their prior assessment (adapted from the Subjective 
Significance Question; Osoba et al. 1998). The subject will complete this pain questionnaire each day for 
a 7-day interval within 14 days before the first dose of study treatment to establish a baseline. Post-
baseline pain assessments will occur over 7-day intervals during Week 3, Week 6, and every 6 weeks 
thereafter (ie, W3D1-7, W6D1-7, W12D1-D7). Assessments will continue until the last radiographic 
tumor assessment according to the schedule in . 

Subjects should make every effort to complete the pain questionnaires at the same time of day during 
reporting periods, and should be instructed to report at 6 PM local time if possible. However, completion 
of the pain questionnaire at any time of day is acceptable. 

Analgesic medications will be recorded on a daily subject analgesic medication diary over 7-day intervals 
matching the dates of the pain questionnaires (described above). Subjects will continue to record daily 
analgesic medications through last radiographic tumor assessment. All medications prescribed for pain or 
that may alleviate pain symptoms are to be recorded in the analgesic medication diary, including but not 
limited to narcotics, systemically administered corticosteroids (including prednisone taken for physiologic 
replacement), NSAIDs (including aspirin taken at low doses for cardioprophylaxis), gabapentin, and 
pregabalin.  

Prior to initiating the baseline pain assessment interval, the investigator or designee will train the subject 
on use of the IVRS system and completion of the analgesic medication diary. The investigator or designee 
should prepare the analgesic medication diary for the subject by completing study reference fields; dates; 
and medication names, routes and strengths, such that the subject need only complete the cells indicating 
the quantity taken on each day. Row entries for all prescribed medications should be listed by the 
investigator, and the subject should be instructed to enter a “0” (zero) for days in which none of a given 



medication was taken. Subjects taking narcotics via sustained-release patches should be instructed to enter 
a “1” for each day the patch is worn and delivering drug. 

For combination medications (eg, percocet, vicodin, lortab), the medication name familiar to the subject 
may be listed on the analgesic medication diary, with the strengths of each component, separated by a 
slash, entered.  

At baseline, a minimum of 4 completed questionnaires out of the 7 days in the interval (need not be 
consecutive) is required for eligibility. After baseline, every effort should be made to collect responses for 
every day during 7 day assessment intervals. 

Procedures at study visits will include the following: 

At the screening visit: 

• Subjects will receive instruction on completion of the pain questionnaire via IVRS and the analgesic 
medication diary.  

• If the screening visit occurs during the 14-day interval prior to and including the W1D1 visit, subjects 
will complete initial entries for both the questionnaire and the analgesic medication diary, with the 
assistance of the investigator, to initiate the 7-day baseline assessment interval. The investigator may 
guide and assist the subject in dialing and accessing the IVRS, but the subject himself will respond to 
the questionnaire items.  

• If the screening visit occurs before the 14-day interval prior to and including the W1D1 visit, the pain 
questionnaire will be scheduled to start ≥ 7 days prior to the scheduled date of first dose, and subjects 
should be instructed to begin entries into their analgesic medication diaries starting on the same day 
that the first pain assessment questionnaire is completed. 

The subject will be provided with the prepared daily analgesic medication diary for the baseline interval.  

At subsequent study visits following or during corresponding 7-day assessment intervals: 

• The investigator or designee will contact the subject within 3 days of the initiation of the interval, to 
remind the subject of the interval start date and of the importance of completing the questionnaires as 
part of protocol compliance.  

• The investigator or designee should verify that the subject has completed the pain questionnaire over 
the 7-day interval corresponding to the study visit (eg, W6D1-W6D7 for the Week 6 visit). The 
investigator should verify completeness of responses for the prior interval as well, if not completed at 
the time of the previous corresponding study visit. If the visit occurs in the middle of the interval and 
the required number of responses has not yet been received, the investigator should remind the 
subject to complete the remainder of the questionnaires, and check for completion at the subsequent 
visit. 

• The investigator or designee will contact the subject following any missed calls  
• The investigator or designee should retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review entries 

up to the visit date with subject. The investigator or designee should check for completeness and 



accuracy and confirm that analgesic medication diary entries were made on the same dates as pain 
questionnaire responses.  

• The investigator or designee should provide the subject with the prepared analgesic medication diary 
for the next pain assessment interval, with all fields entered except for the number of medication units 
taken on each day. The subject should be informed of the date that the next interval will begin.  

For any unscheduled bone scans for bone pain: 

• Every effort should be made to have subjects complete the pain questionnaire and document analgesic 
medication use (via diary) for a 7-day interval starting, preferably, 4 to 7 days before the date of the 
unscheduled scan or at a minimum, starting on the date of the unscheduled scan.  

 

For the 30 day Post Treatment follow-up visit, following permanent study drug discontinuation due to 
PD: 

• The investigator or designee should verify completion of any pain questionnaires occurring after the 
last visit in which pain questionnaire compliance was performed. 

• The investigator or designee should retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review entries 
with the subject, and check for completeness and accuracy. 

 

For the visit corresponding to the last radiographic tumor assessment:  

• The investigator or designee should verify that the subject has completed the pain questionnaire over 
the most recent 7-day interval (eg W18D1-W18D7 days, if the visit occurs during Week 20). 

• The investigator or designee should retrieve the daily analgesic medication diary and review entries 
with the subject, and check for completeness and accuracy. 

• If a PD determination is made during a visit which occurs in the middle of a pain assessment interval, 
the remaining pain assessment questionnaires for the interval should be completed, and every effort 
should be made to retrieve the final, completed analgesic medication diary from the subject. 

 

The analgesic medication diary is not a CRF. At clinic visits, the investigator or designee should carefully 
review completed and ongoing analgesic medication diaries with the subject and/or caregiver to ensure 
that entries were made on the same dates as pain assessment questionnaire responses, and that they are 
complete to date, consistent with other source documents (eg, prescription records and in-patient 
medication administration) and accurate. Completed analgesic medication diaries will be retrieved by the 
site for transcription to the CRFs.  

5.5.8.1 Assessment Reminders and Missed Call Follow-Up 

When a subject does not complete an IVRS pain assessment questionnaire on a reporting day, the 
investigator and site staff will receive an automated notification from the IVRS of the missed 
questionnaire. The site staff should contact the subject that day or the following day as early as possible to 
determine if there were significant health-related reasons for not reporting, or any technical difficulties 



encountered. If the latter, assistance should be provided such that the subject may resume questionnaire 
completion. If the call was missed for other reasons, the subject should be reminded of the importance of 
completing questionnaires as part of study compliance. 
 
If a subject does not complete at least four questionnaires during a regularly scheduled 7-day post-
baseline interval, the investigator or designee should contact the subject, retrain if necessary, and schedule 
a new questionnaire cycle starting as soon as possible. The subject must also complete a new analgesic 
medication diary with dates overlapping the rescheduled interval. 
 

5.5.8.2 Optional Cognitive Interviews Regarding Subject IVRS and Analgesic Medication 
Diary Experience 

Following Week 6 pain assessments, CRPC NRE subjects enrolled on Protocol Amendment 2.0 or later 
(US sites only) may opt to participate in a cognitive interview regarding their experience with the IVRS 
pain questionnaire and the daily analgesic medication diary. The interviews will be conducted by 
telephone by trained clinical researchers from MSKCC; interviews will last approximately 20-30 minutes 
(see  for an interview guide). At the time of informed consent, a subject will be asked if he agrees to 
participate in the interviews and to allow the site to share his contact information (including the subject’s 
name, subject identification number, and telephone number) with researchers at MSKCC. At the End of 
Week 6 Visit, the subject will be asked to confirm agreement to participate in the interviews, and upon 
confirmation, the site will send the subject’s contact information and information about the best time to 
reach the subject to clinical research staff at MSKCC via email to a designated address. Participating 
subjects will then be contacted by the clinical researcher to schedule the interview to occur within 
approximately 2 weeks following the End of Week 6 Visit.  

The subject interviews are designed as individual semi-structured interviews, conducted over the 
telephone, with the purpose of gathering qualitative data about subjects’ experience reporting pain and 
analgesic use. Interviews will be audio-recorded and transcribed. A summary document in which subject 
responses will be organized by interview question will be created, and the researchers will review and 
provide a written summary of subject responses. The written summary will describe the range and 
frequency of subject responses and identify strengths and weaknesses of the current methods of 
measuring pain and analgesic use in this patient population. Subjects’ pain medication and symptom data 
collected in the clinical study will be used to aid interpretation and analysis of their interview data.  

Conducting interviews with subjects across sites will provide a representative sample of the clinical trial 
population. These interviews have been conducted with prior XL184-203 study participants under 
Protocol Amendment 1 at MSKCC through a separate qualitative study protocol (MSKCC #11-093); 



however, subjects at MSKCC are majority White/Caucasian and hold graduate or professional degrees. 
Sample size in qualitative research is determined by the point at which saturation of concept is expected 
to be achieved. This is the point at which no new information is obtained by additional interviews. Based 
on published qualitative research methodology (Guest et al. 2006) and prior experience it is expected that 
a representative sample and saturation of concept will be achieved with approximately 45 interviews 
beyond the 15 interviews anticipated under MSKCC #11-093.  

5.5.9 Skeletal Surveys (CRPC NRE Subjects) 

Baseline skeletal surveys will be performed only for CRPC subjects in NRE cohorts, and will consist of 
whole body, plain-film X-ray images acquired at screening. 

5.5.10 Skeletal-Related Events (SREs; CRPC NRE Subjects) 

Assessment of SREs will be performed only for CRPC subjects in NRE cohorts. For the screening 
assessment, the investigator will record SREs in the prior medical history that have occurred in the last 
year or within a timeframe that is deemed clinically significant. For post-baseline assessments, the 
investigator will determine whether an SRE has occurred since the last assessment, and if so, record a 
description of the event. 

Skeletal-related events are defined as any one of the following: 

• Radiation therapy to bone, including the use of bone-targeted radiopharmaceuticals 
• Clinical fracture 
• Spinal cord compression 
• Surgery to bone 
 

5.5.10.1 Radiation Therapy to Bone Events 

Include radiation of bone to palliate painful lesions, to treat or prevent fractures, or to treat or prevent 
spinal cord compression. Each port of radiation therapy is considered a separate SRE. Therapy with bone-
targeted radiopharmaceuticals (eg, strontium-89 or samarium-153) is not allowed during study treatment. 
However, if administered following study treatment discontinuation for reasons other than PD, 
radiopharmaceuticals therapy is considered a SRE and will be categorized as radiation to bone in 
Extended Follow-up Assessments. 

5.5.10.2 Clinical Fractures 

Are defined as bone fractures diagnosed during evaluation of symptomatic subjects and confirmed by 
written reports of radiographic tests. The following fractures are excluded from this definition: 

• Fractures diagnosed by radiographic testing performed for other reasons (eg, vertebral compression 
fracture diagnosed during a routine chest radiograph). 



• Fractures of the skull, face, hand, or foot are also excluded because they are not associated with either 
osteoporosis or disease-related processes. 

 

Clinical fractures will be classified as pathological or traumatic. 

• Pathological clinical fractures are defined as clinical fractures caused by no trauma or trauma 
insufficient to fracture healthy bones in the opinion of the investigator. 

• Traumatic clinical fractures are defined as clinical fractures caused by trauma sufficient to fracture 
healthy bones, in the opinion of the investigator. 

 

Subgroups of clinical fractures will also be classified into the following categories: 

• All clinical fractures 
• Clinical vertebral fractures 
• Nonvertebral fractures 
• Hip fractures 
• Wrist fractures 
 

Vertebral fractures diagnosed during evaluation of symptomatic subjects will be classified as an SRE as 
described above. 

5.5.10.3 Spinal Cord Compression 

Results from impingement of tumor on the cord and its associated neurologic impairment and/or back 
pain. Spinal cord compression events will be documented by an appropriate radiographic study, 
preferably MRI. 

5.5.10.4 Surgery to Bone Events 

Surgery to bone events are defined as surgical procedures to treat pathological fractures or spinal cord 
compression or surgical procedures to prevent imminent pathological fractures or spinal cord 
compression. 

5.5.11 Tumor Assessment 

5.5.11.1 Tumor Assessment Criteria  

All subjects are to be assessed using CT or MRI according to the schedules in , , , and . In addition, under 
Protocol Amendment 1 and later, bone scans must be acquired on all subjects with known baseline bone 
metastases (includes all CRPC NRE subjects) using Tc99-MDP tracer at screening and at subsequent 
post-baseline tumor assessments. For subjects enrolled prior to Protocol Amendment 1, bone scans will 
become mandatory only if a baseline bone scan was collected. Tumor assessments will be performed at 
screening and approximately every 6 weeks after the first dose of study treatment. Assessments will 



continue until the earlier of documented PD according to the criteria in Table 5-1 or the initiation of 
subsequent anticancer therapy. Assessments should continue even if study treatment is being held or 
discontinued for reasons other than PD. After 12 months, tumor assessments will be performed at least as 
frequently as institutional standard of care. 

In addition, subjects in RDT cohorts who are crossed over from the placebo arm to receive cabozantinib 
dosing will continue to undergo tumor assessments until study treatment is discontinued. Subjects 
enrolled into a 39.4-mg NRE cohort who receive escalated cabozantinib after progression on the 39.4-mg 
qd starting dose of cabozantinib will continue to undergo tumor assessments until they no longer receive 
clinical benefit and discontinue from the study. 

Criteria for investigator evaluation of response and determining treatment discontinuation due to PD are 
defined in Table 5-1. For evaluation of bone scan response per IRF. 

Table 5-1: Tumor Evaluation and Criteria for Treatment Discontinuation due to 
Progressive Disease for Investigators 

Cohort 
Type 

Tumor 
Type 

MRI/CT Soft 
Tissue 

Assessmenta 
Bone Scan 

Assessmentb 
Progressive Disease Criteria for 

Treatment Discontinuationc 

RDT All mRECIST 1.0 
PD per mRECIST 1.0 

NREc 
CRPC mRECIST 1.1  

PD of soft tissue lesion(s) per mRECIST 
1.1; or 

Unequivocal worsening of bone scans 
with increased bone pain 

Non-
CRPC 

mRECIST 1.1 
PD per mRECIST 1.1 

CRPC, castration-resistant prostate cancer; CT, computerized tomography; MDP, methylene diphosphonate; mRECIST, 
modified Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NRE, non-randomized 
expansion; PD, progressive disease; RDT, randomized discontinuation trial;  

a Includes soft-tissue component of bone lesions. 
b Technetium-99 MDP.  
c Subjects enrolled into an NRE cohort with a starting of 39.4 mg qd may be allowed to continue to receive cabozantinib at 

an escalated dose level after disease progression until they no longer receive clinical benefit from cabozantinib, provided 
that they have no clinically significant treatment related toxicity and are still receiving the 39.4-mg qd dose of cabozantinib 
at the time of progression. If all eligibility criteria for dose escalation are met, the dose may be escalated to 60 or 100 mg 
qd, at the discretion of the investigator. All procedures should continue according to the schedule of assessments in  or  
until the subject no longer receives clinical benefit in the opinion of the investigator, at which time study treatment must be 
discontinued.  

 

Changes in tumor markers (including PSA for CRPC) will not be considered for determination of PD. 



Although study treatment may be discontinued by the investigator based upon clinical deterioration, every 
effort should be made to document PD using radiographic methods. The basis for discontinuation of study 
treatment due to clinical deterioration should be documented. 

5.5.11.2 Image Acquisition Parameters  

Site-specific image acquisition guidelines will be provided separately. Refer to the provided site specific 
image acquisition guidelines for imaging requirements. 

As general guidance: 

CT or MRI scans should include full coverage of chest, abdomen, and pelvis at all specified time points (, 
, , and ). MRI Brain studies should be performed on all subjects with suspected brain metastases at 
screening to exclude metastatic disease. For at least the baseline imaging examination, both pre-contrast 
CT chest and abdomen (or at least liver) and post-contrast CT scans of the chest abdomen and pelvis must 
be obtained; for the abdomen and pelvis at least single phase (equilibrium or IVC phase) or preferably 
dual phase (portal and equilibrium (IVC) phase should be obtained. For all scheduled follow up imaging 
examinations a post contrast study including the entire chest abdomen and pelvis must be acquired. 
Volume acquisition CT reconstructed every 3-5mm contiguously with a soft tissue filter should be 
performed. MRI scans should be performed using a body coil and reconstruction every 3-5 mm without 
gap. Patients who have a documented iodine allergy should either be premedicated with steroids and 
undergo the required post-contrast scan or undergo MRI abdomen and pelvis and a non-contrast CT chest 
to complete the required chest, abdomen, and pelvis image assessment. Gadolinium patients with 
abnormal renal function and who are at risk for nephropathy should not undergo contrast enhanced MRI, 
and if they cannot undergo a contrast-enhanced CT, the subject should not be included in the study. If the 
subject has already been enrolled in the study, then a non-contrast MRI and CT should be performed. 

Bone scans must be acquired on all subjects with known baseline bone metastases (includes all CRPC 
NRE subjects) at screening and at all follow up time points (, , , and ). For subjects enrolled prior to 
Protocol Amendment 1, bone scans will become mandatory only if a baseline bone scan was collected. 
Whole body, anterior and posterior bone scans should be acquired using 25 mCi or (0.36 mCi/kg) 
Tc99-MDP administered intravenously with imaging performed at least 3 hours post injection. At all 
scheduled follow up bone scans the same dose of technetium and same delay from injection to scanning 
must be used, both of which should be documented on the appropriate CRF. Baseline whole-body, plain-
film x-ray images must be collected for all CRPC subjects enrolled into an NRE cohort, to exclude non 
metastatic causes of positive areas of bone scan activity. For subjects in which new areas of metastatic 
disease are suspected on bone scan studies confirmation should be obtained by performing MRI 



(preferably; or a CT if an MRI contra-indicated) of the area of concern. For subjects with symptoms of 
spinal compression, MRI of the spine and base of the skull should be performed.  

Note: It is very important that the same method of radiological assessment be used throughout the study. 
In particular all subjects should be scanned using the same modality and imaging protocol as used at 
baseline at all subsequent imaging time points. 

5.5.11.3 Central Independent Radiology Facility (IRF)  

An IRF will be established to evaluate imaging studies and supportive clinical data of trial subjects in a 
central and independent fashion. The IRF will be comprised of board-certified radiologists who will 
determine response and/or progression. Details regarding IRF member qualification, training, methods, 
procedures, and other issues relevant to IRF will be described in the IRF charter.  

The IRF will not perform independent clinical evaluations. During radiographic evaluation, the IRF will 
consider clinical factors that impact the interpretation of radiographic images.  

The IRF will primarily evaluate scans for subjects having tumor types selected for NRE and confirm 
responses in the RDT portion of the study. For the following subjects, all scans as indicated in the site 
specific image acquisition guidelines should be sent to the IRF within 1-3 business days of acquisition 
(see list below). Scans for subjects in this list that were collected prior to activation of Protocol 
Amendment 1 (or upon subsequent decision to open an NRE cohort) should be sent to the IRF within 2 
weeks of amendment activation. 

• All subjects enrolled into an NRE cohort, and  
• All subjects of the same tumor type that were enrolled prior to the opening of the NRE cohort 
• All subjects in RDT cohorts showing a time point tumor assessment of PR or CR at any time 

during the study 
• All subjects having known bone lesions monitored by bone scan, PET, CT, or MRI at screening  
• Other subjects as requested by the Sponsor 

 

For the subjects above, all radiological studies acquired at all scheduled time points and any additional 
radiological images acquired to evaluate for potential metastatic disease must be sent to the IRF as 
detailed below. All scans sent to the IRF must be in original Digital Imaging and Communications in 
Medicine (DICOM) format. Electronic transfer of scan files (via FTP, HTTP, or similar means) is 
preferred, though transfer on physical media (such as DVDs or CDs) is acceptable. For digital media, one 
time point per-subject-per-disk is expected. The site is expected to maintain a copy of digital data for the 
retention period applicable to the protocol, Good Clinical Practice (GCP), and federal, international 



and/or state legal and medical requirements. The Sponsor or their agent will retain the media for the life 
of the study. 

5.5.11.4 Bone Scan Response Assessment per IRF 

For selected subjects in RDT cohorts and all subjects in NRE cohorts with bone lesions assessed by bone 
scans, areas of radiotracer uptake attributable to bone lesions will be quantitatively evaluated by the IRF. 

Initially the bone scan will be categorized according to well-defined published criteria: normal/benign: 
absence of uptake or focal increased uptake typical for a benign origin (eg, fracture, degenerative joint 
disease, Paget’s disease of bone, and so on); positive for bone metastases: presence of either (multi)focal 
or diffuse (superscan) uptake typical for metastatic disease; and equivocal: image could not be confidently 
categorized as one of the former two subgroups, hence requiring additional imaging procedures. At each 
timepoint, the PABS will be computed using semi-automated CAD software which segments each lesion 
based on image intensity and then sums the individual areas of lesion(s) to give an overall measure of 
bone tumor burden. Response is then determined based on the %PABS. 

5.5.12 Clinical Factors Affecting Tumor Assessment 

For NRE cohorts, available clinical information for the purpose of identifying and accounting for factors 
that may influence the interpretation of radiographic images will be documented in the source materials 
and CRFs at the time of tumor assessments. Information to be collected includes: 

• Radiotherapy prior to and after the Screening Exam  
• Fracture/trauma prior to and after the Screening Exam  
• Infection at the time of and after the Screening Exam  
• Cytology prior to and after the Screening Exam  
• Histo-pathology if biopsy was obtained after the Screening Exam  
• Local intervention after the Screening Exam, such as  

• Resection 
• Chemotherapy 

 

Clinical data alone will not be used to establish progression or response. 

6. SAFETY 

7. STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Details of the planned analyses will be provided in a separate statistical analysis plan (SAP) that will be 
finalized before accrual to the Randomized Stage or NRE cohort for any tumor type is complete. 



7.1 Analysis Populations  

The following populations will be employed for statistical analyses. 

7.1.1 Safety Population 

The Safety Population will consist of all subjects who receive any amount of cabozantinib. 

7.1.2 Randomized Population 

The Randomized Population will consist of all subjects in the Safety Population who are randomized after 
12 weeks of treatment with cabozantinib. 

7.1.3 Efficacy Population 

The Efficacy Population will consist of all subjects in the Safety Population who have a baseline and at 
least one post-baseline response assessment (or failed to have a post-baseline assessment due to AE, 
death, or the requirement for subsequent anticancer therapy). 

7.2 Primary Efficacy Endpoints 

7.2.1 Definitions 

Randomized Discontinuation Cohorts: 

Lead-In Stage 

• ORR per mRECIST 1.0: the proportion of subjects with a best overall response per investigator of 
confirmed CR or confirmed PR per mRECIST 1.0 during the 12-week Lead-In Stage (confirmation 
may occur subsequent to the 12-week tumor assessment). 

Randomized Stage 

• Duration of PFS: the time from randomization until the earlier of the following events: documented 
radiographic PD per investigator per mRECIST 1.0 or death due to any cause. Detailed censoring 
rules will be provided in the SAP. 

Non-Randomized Expansion (NRE) Cohorts: 

• Castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) subjects: bone scan response rate is the proportion of 
subjects with a best bone scan response of complete resolution or partial resolution. Response will be 
evaluated by investigators as well as by an IRF. 

• Non-CRPC subjects: ORR per mRECIST 1.1 is the proportion of subjects with a best overall 
response of confirmed CR or confirmed PR per mRECIST.1.1. Response will be evaluated by 
investigators as well as by an IRF. 

 

Modified RECIST criteria are provided in  (version 1.0) and  (version 1.1). Bone scan response criteria to 
be employed by investigators are provided in . Bone scan response criteria to be employed by the IRF will 
be described in the IRF charter. 



For RDT subjects who cross over to cabozantinib from post-placebo radiographic progression and 
subjects from a 39.4-mg NRE cohort who escalate to a higher cabozantinib dose after progression, the 
tumor assessment that documents the first PD is to be used as the baseline for subsequent tumor 
assessments. 

7.2.2 Primary Efficacy Analyses 

Efficacy will be evaluated within each study stage and tumor type. 

For response rate endpoints in the Lead-In Stage and NRE cohorts, primary analyses will be conducted in 
the Safety population. Point estimates and 95% exact binomial confidence intervals will be presented. 

Objective response rate per mRECIST will be summarized among subjects with measurable disease at 
baseline. Bone scan response will be summarized among subjects with bone lesions present on baseline 
bone scan. 

In the NRE cohorts, response rates based upon IRF evaluations will be considered primary, and response 
per investigator deemed supportive. 

The analysis of PFS in the Randomized Stage is event-based and will be conducted within each tumor 
type after at least 52 events (progression or death) have been observed within the tumor type cohort after 
randomization. The comparison of PFS between the cabozantinib and placebo arms will be performed 
using the log-rank test in the Randomized Population. The median duration of PFS and the associated 
90% confidence interval for each treatment arm will be estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method. The 
hazard ratio (HR) will be estimated using a Cox regression model with treatment as the only covariate. 

7.3 Additional Efficacy Endpoints/Analyses 

Additional efficacy variables, to be analyzed by tumor type, include (but are not limited to) the following 
(details to be provided in the SAP): 

• ORR per mRECIST 1.0 in the Randomized Stage, per investigator. 
• Duration of ORR, to be summarized for subjects who experienced an objective response per 

mRECIST. Duration of ORR is defined as the time from the tumor assessment that first documents 
PR or CR that is subsequently confirmed at least 28 days later until the date of documented 
progression.  

• PSA and CA125 will be summarized for subjects with prostate and ovarian cancer, respectively. 
• Bone scan response in RDT cohorts, per IRF 
• PFS and overall survival using Kaplan-Meier methods. 
 
For CRPC NRE cohorts: 



• ORR per mRECIST 1.1, per investigator and IRF, among subjects with measurable disease at 
screening 

• Pain scores and analgesic medication usage, including categorical summaries of subjects with pain 
and/or narcotic use at baseline and none after the initiation of study treatment. 

• Time to first SRE: the interval between the date of first dose and the date of the first skeletal event. 
• Skeletal morbidity rate: the number of SREs/person-month (details to be provided in the SAP). 

Skeletal-related events that occur within 21 days of each other are counted as a single event. 
• Biomarker and laboratory assessments associated with CRPC and bone metastases, including CTCs, 

hemoglobin and hematocrit measurements, and markers of bone metabolism such as serum bone-
specific ALP, CTx, and NTx 

• PFS using Kaplan-Meier methods, using additional progression definitions such as:  
• Radiographic bone scan progression (compared to nadir and baseline) 
• Progression per mRECIST 
• Symptomatic bone scan progression 

 

7.4 Control of Type I Error 

Multiple efficacy comparisons will be performed as efficacy is evaluated within each tumor type, with 
different endpoints and at multiple interim timepoints. Due to the exploratory nature of this trial, no 
formal adjustment for multiplicity will be performed. Study results will be interpreted in the context of 
this multiplicity. 

7.5 Safety Analyses 

All safety analyses will be performed using the Safety population. Separate summaries will be provided 
by tumor type and overall, provided separately for the single-arm Lead-In Stage, the two-arm 
Randomized Stage and NRE cohorts. In the Randomized Stage, no formal comparisons between the two 
treatment arms are planned. 

7.5.1 Adverse Events 

Adverse event terms recorded on the CRFs will be mapped to preferred terms using the MedDRA 
(Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities) dictionary. The investigator will classify the severity of 
AEs using the CTCAE and will judge each event to be “not related” or “related” to study treatment. 

A treatment-emergent adverse event (TEAE) is defined as any event with an onset date on or after date of 
first dose of cabozantinib, or any event present before the first dose of cabozantinib that worsens after the 
first dose. Only TEAEs with an onset date prior to the date of last dose + 30 days will be tabulated in 
summary tables. 



The frequency and percentage of subjects with TEAEs will be tabulated for overall incidence by system 
organ class and preferred term. Related TEAEs, serious TEAEs, related serious TEAEs, and TEAEs 
resulting in study treatment discontinuation will be similarly summarized. TEAEs and related TEAEs will 
also be summarized for worst reported severity within each subject. 

At each level of summarization, a subject will be counted only once for each AE preferred term he/she 
experiences within that level (ie, multiple episodes of events with the same preferred terms will be 
counted only once). 

All reported subject deaths will be summarized by tumor type, treatment group, cause of death, and 
relationship to study treatment. 

7.5.2 Laboratory Test Results 

Selected laboratory tests results will be evaluated with regard to changes from baseline. 

7.5.3 Other Safety Endpoints 

Selected vital signs and ECOG performance status will be evaluated with regard to changes from 
baseline. 

Concomitant medications will be standardized using the World Health Organization drug dictionary and 
summarized by class and preferred term. 

The frequency and reasons for dose modifications and discontinuations will be presented. 

7.6 Subgroup Analysis 

Subgroup analyses may be conducted to explore the influence of baseline characteristics, tumor type, and 
other prognostic factors on the cabozantinib therapeutic performance and/or safety profile. 

7.7 Power and Sample Size 

In the Randomized Stage, within each tumor type, with a 1:1 treatment allocation ratio (cabozantinib: 
placebo) 52 events are required to achieve 80% power to detect an HR of 0.5 for PFS between 
cabozantinib and placebo with a 2-sided alpha of 0.1. Seventy (70) randomized subjects are planned to 
yield the 52 required events. Under this design, the minimum observed effect that would demonstrate 
statistical significance for PFS is a 58.7% improvement (HR = 0.63). Power and sample size for the 
Randomized Stage were estimated using EAST v5 by Cytel Software. 

The SD rate (randomization rate) at the end of 12-week Lead-In Stage is estimated to be 35%. In order to 
fulfill the need for 70 subjects randomized per tumor type, it is anticipated that enrollment of 
approximately 200 subjects per tumor type will be required in the Lead-In Stage.  



In the Lead-In Stage, it is anticipated that between 20 and 200 subjects will be enrolled per tumor type. 
Example 95% confidence intervals for a range of potential rates of objective response and denominators 
are provided below in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1: Example 95% Confidence Intervals for Objective Response Rates  

N 

Observed ORR 

10% 20% 30% 40% 

20 (1.8%, 31.5%) (7.1%, 41.1%) (14.0%, 53.3%) (20.9%, 64.0%) 
40 (3.5%, 22.7%) (9.4%, 34.4%) (16.6%, 45.8%) (25.8%, 56.7%) 
60 (4.4%, 20.3%) (10.8%, 32.1%) (19.6%, 42.9%) (27.6%, 53.5%) 
100 (4.9%, 17.1%) (12.9%, 28.5%) (21.4%, 39.8%) (30.6%, 50.0%) 
150 (5.7%, 15.7%) (13.9%, 27.1%) (22.8%, 37.8%) (32.1%, 48.1%) 
Blyth-Still-Casella method. 

 

For the NRE cohorts: 

Under Protocol Amendment 1, it was anticipated that approximately 150 subjects would enroll into each 
of the NRE cohorts. Under Protocol Amendment 2, the anticipated sample size was changed to 100 
subjects, to balance total sample size in this Phase 2 setting while exploring an alternative starting dose 
level and maintaining Blyth-Still-Casella 95% confidence intervals for response rates with a reasonably 
high level of precision. A sample size of 100 evaluable subjects will permit estimation of response rates 
with a confidence interval that is no more than 20 percentage points wide. Example confidence intervals 
for a range of potentially observed response rates are provided in Table 7-1 

If the response rate in a subgroup of an NRE cohort (eg, CRPC subjects pretreated with docetaxel and 
cabazitaxel and/or abiraterone) is judged by the Sponsor to be sufficiently compelling, a decision may be 
made to open a new cohort for the subgroup population of up to approximately 100 subjects in order to 
achieve the same level of precision as described above.  

Power and sample size were estimated using nQuery Advisor v6 by Statistical Solutions. 

Although there are nine tumor types to be studied, not all types are expected to demonstrate sufficient 
activity in the Lead-In Stage to proceed to full accrual in the Randomized Stage or warrant opening of 
NRE cohorts. Among the 1200 planned subjects, it is estimated that enrollment of 400 subjects in the 
Lead-In Stage will be adequate to complete full accrual to the Randomized Stage for two tumor types best 
suited to study in the Randomized Stage (eg, high 12-week SD rate, favorable safety profile, high accrual 
rate). Approximately 300 subjects will be required to identify the tumor types not suitable for full accrual 
to the Randomized Stage (eg, due to low 12-week SD rate, high 12-week ORR, low accrual rate, or poor 



safety profile). An additional 200 subjects will be adequate for accrual of two NRE CRPC cohorts at 
100 mg and 39.4 mg starting dose levels. Depending upon the observations in the Lead-In Stage, an 
additional 200 subjects will be adequate for accrual of two NRE cohorts with two other tumor types 
(ie, ovarian and potentially one other tumor type). A further 100 subjects may be enrolled into an 
additional NRE cohort for a subgroup of one of the NRE tumor types (eg, CRPC subjects pretreated with 
docetaxel and cabazitaxel and/or abiraterone). The Sponsor may curtail enrollment in specific cohorts, 
stages, or the study at any time. 

7.8 Interim Data Monitoring 

RDT Cohorts, Lead-In Stage: 

The ESC will monitor safety on an ongoing basis during the open-label single-arm Lead-In Stage and 
Open-Label Expansion. 

The SOC will monitor efficacy during the Lead-In Stage. The total planned sample size is expected to be 
adequate to fully accrue two tumor-type cohorts in the Randomized Stage. Accordingly, the SOC must 
evaluate data in the Lead-In Stage to halt accrual in tumor-type cohorts if the proportion of subjects 
proceeding to randomization (randomization rate) is lower than expected due to slow accrual, futility due 
to a low SD rate, and/or an ORR that is higher than expected. When a compelling response rate in 
combination with other clinically meaningful data as determined by the SOC is observed, the SOC may 
recommend closing the Randomization Stage for the cohort and opening an NRE cohort for the tumor 
type. All subsequently enrolled subjects in the tumor type will be accrued to the NRE cohort. 

The following statistical guidance will be provided to the SOC for consideration, though other factors (eg, 
the relative performance of the cohorts and safety) will also contribute to SOC decisions. All evaluations 
and calculations are performed by tumor type.  

• High ORR: ORR will be evaluated within each tumor-type cohort after approximately every 20 
subjects complete the Lead-In Stage within a tumor type. A 95% confidence interval (CI) for the 
observed ORR will be calculated. If the lower bound of the CI exceeds a critical value of 25%, then 
full accrual of the Randomized Stage may be deemed unwarranted due to evidence of significant anti-
tumor activity, and the cohort may be closed to further accrual. 

• Low randomization rate: The randomization rate will be evaluated after approximately every 20 
subjects complete the Lead-In Stage within a tumor-type cohort. Given the number of subjects 
randomized at the time of the review and assuming a SD rate of 35% after the 12-week Lead-In Stage 
for subjects still completing the Lead-In Stage or yet to be accrued, the conditional probability of 
reaching the target of 70 randomized subjects among 200 total accrued will be calculated. The SOC 
may consider halting a tumor-type cohort to further accrual if at any review the conditional 
probability of reaching the randomization target of 70 subjects among 200 accrued to the Lead-In 
Stage falls below 40%. 

 



Within each cohort, enrollment in the Lead-In Stage may temporarily be held after groups of 
approximately 20 subjects are enrolled (eg, after 20, 40, 60 enrolled) until response assessment can be 
conducted. A cohort for which enrollment was previously halted may be re-opened at the discretion of the 
SOC based upon emerging data about the relative performance of tumor-type cohorts. All evaluations and 
calculations are performed by tumor type. Details about the composition, role, schedule, and guidance for 
committee decisions are provided in a separate SOC charter. The SOC charter contains tables with 
example enumerations of the stopping guidance described above. 

RDT Cohorts, Randomized Stage: 

An IDMC will monitor safety on an ongoing basis during the blinded Randomized Stage. The IDMC may 
recommend discontinuing the Randomized Stage for given tumor types if severe safety concerns arise. 
Early stopping of the Randomized Stage for efficacy or futility is not planned. Details of the composition, 
role, operational considerations, and stopping rules will be provided in a separate IDMC charter. 

NRE Cohorts: 

The ESC will monitor safety in NRE cohorts. 

The SOC will review clinical activity and safety in NRE cohorts with a 39.4-mg qd starting dose of 
cabozantinib and may recommend continuing, holding, or closing enrollment when Week 6 assessment 
results are available for approximately 20 enrolled subjects within each cohort. Although the starting dose 
of cabozantinib of 39.4 mg qd to be tested under Amendment 2 has shown encouraging preliminary 
clinical activity, this dose level is lower than the ones previously shown to be clinically active in more 
substantial numbers of subjects (including the 100-mg qd starting dose studied in the original NRE 
cohorts enrolled under Amendment 1). Due to the multifactorial nature of response to cabozantinib 
(eg, bone scan response; rates of disease control per mRECIST 1.1; pain palliation effects; effects on CTC 
and on bone marker levels) and the need for qualitative relative risk/benefit evaluation compared to the 
cohorts starting at 100 mg qd, formal statistical analyses of futility are not planned. Details about the 
composition, role, schedule, and guidance for committee decisions are provided in a separate SOC 
charter. 

Early stopping of the NRE cohorts for unexpectedly high efficacy is not planned. 

7.9 Pharmacokinetic Analyses 

Descriptive statistics will be used to describe the concentration-time data. The influence of exposure on 
clinical safety parameters (eg, selected AEs) may also be explored. The data from this study may be 
pooled with those from other studies for meta-analysis (population PK analysis). 



7.10 Pharmacodynamic Analyses 

Pharmacodynamic samples will be collected for potential analysis of cabozantinib mechanism-of-action 
based biomarkers as well as exploratory studies to determine clinical response biomarkers. Descriptive 
statistics will be provided to describe the concentration-time data and to analyze relative changes from 
baseline.  
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